
Preface

Biodiversity research aims at comprehending the totality and variability of or-
ganisms, their morphology, genetics, life history, habitats and geographical ranges.
It usually refers to biological diversity at three levels: genetics, species, and
ecology. Biodiversity is an outstanding domain that deals with heterogeneous
datasets and concepts generated from a large number of disciplines in order to
build a coherent picture of the extend of life on earth. The presence of such
a myriad of data resources makes integrative biodiversity research increasingly
important, but at the same time very challenging. It is severely strangled by
the way data and information are made available and handled today. Seman-
tic Web techniques have shown their potential to enhance data interoperability,
discovery, and integration by providing common formats to achieve a formalized
conceptual environment, but have not been widely applied to address open data
management issues in the biodiversity domain.

The 2nd International Workshop on Semantics for Biodiversity (S4BioDiv)
thus aimed to bring together computer scientists and biologists working on Se-
mantic Web approaches for biodiversity and related areas such as agriculture or
agro-ecology. The goal was to exchange experiences, build a state of the art of
realizations and challenges and reuse and adapt solutions that have been pro-
posed in other domains. The focus was on presenting challenging issues and
solutions for the design of high quality biodiversity information systems based
on Semantic Web techniques. The workshop was a full-day event on October
22nd co-located with the 16th International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC
2017), October 21-25, Vienna, Austria.

In total, 13 paper submissions presenting new research results and ongoing
projects have been submitted. All of these were reviewed by at least three mem-
bers of the program committee. Out of the submitted contributions, 6 full papers
and 4 poster papers have been accepted for presentation at the workshop and
publication in these proceedings.

The program included two keynote talks highlighting two vital and chal-
lenging topics related to biodiversity research and Open Science in general.
Alison Specht, director of the Centre for the Synthesis and Analysis of Bio-
diversity (CESAB), talked about ”Engaging the Domain Expert: Is it just a
Dream?”. Oscar Corcho, full professor at the Ontology Engineering Group, ETSI
Informáticos, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain presented his thoughts
”Towards Reproducible Science: A few Building Blocks from my Personal Ex-
perience”. To stimulate interdisciplinary debate, the workshop encompassed a
one-hour panel discussing controversial topics in the field.
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Engaging the Domain Expert: Is It just a
Dream?
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Abstract

Much of the work of creating open data repositories, and of enabling the shar-
ing and discovery of their contents, is conducted by informatics specialists on 
behalf of the communities that they serve. Some, such as the genomics, remote 
sensing and medical communities, have a good record of participation in data 
sharing, custodianship, discovery and re-use, and are familiar with the proce-
dures involved. Ecological scientists, especially those engaged in experimental 
and observational studies where the data are gathered personally, not through 
automatized means, are not so participative.

Ecological scientists are, for a start, very possessive of their data; they are 
collected through their own blood, sweat, and tears. They know well the value 
of long-term observations and experiments in order to make scientific decisions 
about change (extinctions, rarity and so on), and are among the first to support 
their need, but they are reluctant to share their own data. In addition, the big 
questions that face ecological scientists demand that they work across disciplines 
as well as collaborate within their own community. The rates of data sharing and 
re-use by ecologists are among the lowest in the sciences, whereas data loss is 
comparatively high. Why? How can we improve this situation?

I will discuss the particular challenges of dragging ecologists into the open 
data world. I will comment on the steps in the research data lifecycle where the 
requirements of participation are particularly distracting for ecologists. I will 
describe an initiative that has been developed to enable domain specialists 
to take control of their terminological understanding in a manner that 
facilitates the assembly of heterogeneous data sets, and at the same time 
prepares them for open delivery of their compiled data. I suggest that 
through this process, they will better understand the requirements for data 
sharing and custodianship, and will be more likely to participate in all facets of 
the open data world, improving the availability of long-term data sets!
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Towards Reproducible Science: A Few Building
Blocks from my Personal Experience
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Abstract

It is well understood that achieving Reproducible Science across all scientific
disciplines is an extremely ambitious goal that will be really difficult to achieve.
However, as far as it could be, there are many small steps that can be taken
towards improving our way of doing, communicating and advancing Science,
by making the experiments that we describe in our scientific papers easier to
reproduce.

In this talk, I will talk about some of the efforts that we have been working on
in the context of our research group, focused on achieving a more Reproducible
Science.

First, our work on ontologies for the representation of wetlab laboratory pro-
tocols (for plant genomics). We have been working for a few years on analysing
manually papers describing laboratory protocols, deriving a representation for
them, understanding how Instruments, Reagents, Outputs, etc., have to be iden-
tified and annotated, and working on an annotation tool for those creating lab
protocols. Finally, we are now in the process of publishing this laboratory pro-
tocols as Linked Data. All this work is also related to other works that we have
been doing in the past in collaboration with other institutions for the description
of research objects and for the description of scientific in-silico workflows.

Second, the work that we are doing in the context of the STARS4ALL EU
project, where we are trying to provide support to the research (and activists)
community working on light pollution and the negative effects of artificial light
at night. More specifically, we are working on making research data available as
open data, including the deployment of a research data hub for the community,
as well as creating ontologies that can be used by public institutions in order to
release data about public lighting.

Finally, I will discuss on what I believe that is still needed in order to achieve
the broader goal of Reproducible Science and will open a discussion on the
current barriers to achieve this goal.
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Abstract. AnnoSys is a web-based open-source system for correcting and en-
riching specimen data in publicly available data portals, thereby bringing tradi-
tional annotation workflows for biodiversity data to the Internet. During its first 
phase, the project developed a fully functional prototype of an annotation data 
repository for complex and cross-linked XML-standardized data, including 
back-end server functionality, web services and an on-line user interface. Anno-
tation data are stored using the Open Annotation Data Model and an RDF-
database. The current project phase aims at extending the generic qualities of 
AnnoSys to further structured data formats including RDF data with machine 
readable semantic concepts, thus opening up the data gathered through An-
noSys for the Semantic Web. We developed a semantic concept-driven annota-
tion management, including the specification of a selector concept for RDF data 
and a repository for original records extended to RDF and other formats. Since 
many of the biodiversity data standards in use are still not defined in a seman-
tic-web compliant way, mechanisms for referencing elements in such data sets 
need to be developed. We therefore developed an AnnoSys ontology based on 
DwC RDF terms and the ABCD ontology, which deconstructs the ABCD 
XML-schema into individually addressable RDF-resources published via the 
TDWG Terms Wiki. We mapped the terms from these standards into annotation 
types we defined, based on semantic concepts. 
 
Keywords: AnnoSys, Ontology, Annotation. 
 

1 Introduction 

Biodiversity data are aggregated, linked and made globally accessible via a range of 
Internet portals and services. Globally, natural history collections contain 2–3 billion 
specimens [1]. These provide materials and primary data for a wide range of research 
questions and form the basis for the classification of organisms into species and other 
“taxa”. Traditionally, specimens are annotated by researchers with written annotation 
labels which are applied directly to the physical object, thus becoming accessible to 
succeeding observers of the specimen. These annotations improve the data quality of 
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the collection and document research developments over time (e.g. the understanding 
of taxon concepts).  

To ensure the continuance of the traditional data sharing and incremental docu-
mentation of specimens in the on-line environment, the AnnoSys project developed 
an annotation data repository [2] for complex XML data following the ABCD [3] and 
DwC [4] standards. This includes back-end server functionality, web services and an 
on-line user interface [5]. Annotation data are stored using the Web Annotation Data 
Model [6] and an RDF-database [7]. 

In a second step, AnnoSys2 aims at extending the generic qualities of AnnoSys to 
further structured data formats including RDF data with machine readable explicit 
semantic concepts. 

2 Motivation/State of the art 

Since many of the biodiversity data standards in use are still not defined in a seman-
tic-web compliant way, mechanisms for referencing elements in such data sets need to 
be developed. We therefore compiled an AnnoSys ontology based on DwC RDF 
terms and the ABCD ontology, which deconstructs the ABCD XML-schema into 
individually addressable RDF-resources published via the TDWG Terms Wiki [8]. 

One of our motivations for the new ontology was to harmonize annotatable ele-
ments to allow unambiguous comparability between different versions of a record. 
For example, depending on the data publishing portal, a record can be displayed either 
in the DwC or the ABCD standard. In AnnoSys 1 we were facing the problem that 
those records were not directly comparable, because not all ABCD elements are part 
of the DwC standard and vice versa. We therefore needed different versions histories 
for different data standards (DwC, ABCD 2.06, ABCD 2.1 etc.). The AnnoSys ontol-
ogy defines matching rules describing how these different elements are transformed 
into annotatable elements, resulting in harmonized records with only one, unambigu-
ously comparable version history.  

Additionally, via the different SKOS-relations equivalence levels for matches of 
elements can be specified, which potentially allows restricting the use of elements to 
those with a minimum level of equivalence. This may be important for data formats 
that need to be integrated in the future  

3 Model construction 

We used Protégé [9] to build an AnnoSys ontology based on DwC terms [4] and the 
ABCD ontology [8], which uses ABCD property terms as RDF predicates. We creat-
ed a subclass “RecordConcept” comprising all ontology concepts as a subclass of 
skos:concept (Fig. 1). We also defined nine different “annotation types” as instances 
of the SubClass “annotation type” of oa:Motivation (Fig.1, Fig. 2). Individual con-
cepts were related to the different annotation types via the skos:related relation. We 
then mapped the elements of the two standards to semantic concepts using the 



 

skos:Concepts exactMatch, broadMatch, narrowMatch, or closeMatch, respectively, 
to represent the different levels of matches (Table 1). 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Subclasses of skos:Concept in the AnnoSys Ontology. 

 
Concepts that refer to identifiers of the institution, the collection or the unit, are not 
related to an annotation type but are also instances of the subclass “Record Concept”. 
These concepts are not annotatable, but are important in their function as identifiers 
(e.g. to query for records related to a given triple id – the identifier originally used in 
schemas describing specimens, composed of three ids designating the holding institu-
tion, a collection within the institution, and the catalogue number within that collec-
tion).  

 

 
Fig. 2. “Annotation type” is a subclass of oa:Motivation, which is a subclass of skos:concept. 



Table 1. Example concepts of the AnnoSys Ontology and their mappings for annotation type 
“Determination” 

Concept in 
AnnoSys 
ontology 

Skos exact 
match 

Skos close 
match 

Narrow match Skos related 

Full scien-
tific name 

Dwc:Scientific
Name 

abcd2:TaxonIden
tified-
FullScientific-
NameString 
 

 Annotation type: 
Determination 

Scientific 
Name Au-
thorship 

dwc:Scientific
NameAuthor-
ship 

  

abcd2:TaxonIdentified-
AuthorTeam 
abcd2:TaxonIdentified-
AuthorTeamAndYear 
abcd2:TaxonIdentified-
AuthorTeamOrigi-
nalAndYear 
 
 

Annotation type: 
Determination 

Scientific 
Name Au-
thorship 
Parenthe-
tical 

  

abcd2:TaxonIdentified-
ParentheticalAuthor-
TeamAndYear 
abcd2:TaxonIdentified-
AuthorTeamParenthe-
sis 
abcd2:TaxonIdentified-
AuthorTeamParenthe-
sisAndYear 
 

Annotation type: 
Determination 

 
A prototype of the system is available under https://dev-annosys.bgbm.fu-

berlin.de/AnnoSys/AnnoSys. 

4 Evaluation 

The ontology is composed of around 150 data properties that are related to nine anno-
tation types. Since concepts are now defined in a semantic-web compliant way, they 
can be stored together with the record in the same triple store (whereas in AnnoSys 1, 
records have been stored in an XML database). This allows more complex searches 
and significantly improves the performance of the system. AnnoSys data properties 
cover the classic annotation workflows in the biodiversity collection data domain. 
However, the ontology is potentially expandable for other workflows and other do-
mains. 



 

When aiming to integrate annotations for specimens from different data portals, it 
is essential to be able to identify annotated specimens universally. Therefore, An-
noSys 2 builds persistent identifiers for all objects (records, specimens and annota-
tions) from UUIDs, making the system independent of the previously used tripleIds.  

5 Conclusion 

Our work tackles the development of an extensible and format-independent system 
for virtual annotation of biological specimen label data. To this end, we compiled an 
"AnnoSys-Ontology" mapping essential concepts defined by the widely accepted 
community standards DarwinCore and ABCD. Annotations are entered via an open 
browser interface and stored centrally in an RDF triple store following the W3C Web 
Annotation Data Model. 

The system is currently in the testing phase and will be released in 2018. In future 
research, we will examine the use of AnnoSys for taxon-level data as well as its inte-
gration with image annotation systems. 
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Abstract. Taxonomic registers are key tools to help us comprehend the diversity 

of nature. Publishing such registers in the Web of Data, following the standards 

and best practices of Linked Open Data (LOD), is a way of integrating multiple 

data sources into a world-scale, biological knowledge base. In this paper, we pre-

sent an on-going work aimed at the publication of TAXREF, the French national 

taxonomic register, on the Web of Data. Far beyond the mere translation of the 

TAXREF database into LOD standards, we show that the key point of this en-

deavor is the design of a model capable of capturing the two coexisting yet dis-

tinct realities underlying taxonomic registers, namely the nomenclature (the rules 

for naming biological entities) and the taxonomy (the description and character-

ization of these biological entities). We first analyze different modelling choices 

made to represent some international taxonomic registers as LOD, and we under-

line the issues that arise from these differences. Then, we propose a model aimed 

to tackle these issues. This model separates nomenclature from taxonomy, it is 

flexible enough to accommodate the ever-changing scientific consensus on tax-

onomy, and it adheres to the philosophy underpinning the Semantic Web stand-

ards. Finally, using the example of TAXREF, we show that the model enables 

interlinking with third-party LOD data sets, may they represent nomenclatural or 

taxonomic information. 

Keywords: Linked Data, Taxonomy, Nomenclature, Data Integration. 

1 Introduction 

Started in the early 2000’s, the Web of Data has now become a reality [6]. It keeps on 

growing through the relentless publication and interlinking of data sets spanning vari-

ous domains of knowledge. Building upon the Linked Data paradigm [5,14] to connect 

related pieces of data, this new layer of the Web enables the integration of distributed 

and heterogeneous data sets, spawning an unprecedented, distributed knowledge graph. 

A wealth of existing data sources exists out there, that would valuably populate the 

Web of Data. For instance, taxonomic registers are key tools to comprehend the diver-

sity of nature and develop natural heritage conservation strategies, e.g. by crossing the 



myriad records of occurrence data and biological traits. Taxonomic registers are com-

monly used as the backbone of thematic databases and applications, such as the Global 

Biodiversity Information Facility1 that aggregates 54 taxonomic data sources. They 

may adopt a certain perspective and purpose. For instance, Agrovoc [8] is a controlled 

vocabulary covering all areas of interest of the Food and Agriculture Organization. In 

this respect, it lists the names of species related to agriculture, fishery and forestry. The 

NCBI Organismal Classification [12] is another vocabulary covering the organisms 

specifically referenced in the NCBI nucleotide and protein sequences database. Hence, 

there does not exist one central register of the taxonomic knowledge. Instead, multiple 

taxonomic registers cover complementary and often overlapping regions, epochs or do-

mains. Consequently, publishing them as RDF data sets while drawing links between 

related resources is a way of integrating multiple data sources into a world-scale, bio-

logical knowledge graph. 

Two coexisting yet distinct realities underlie taxonomic registers, namely the taxon-

omy (the description and characterization of biological entities called biological taxa, 

taxon concepts or simply taxa), and the nomenclature (the rules defining how to assign 

scientific names, or nominal taxa, to these biological entities). The nomenclatural rules 

are compiled in several Codes. In particular, the Codes for animals [15], plants and 

fungi [19] and bacteria [17] are used in the TAXREF taxonomic register. The nomen-

clature yields a controlled thesaurus of scientific names. Each of these scientific names 

consists of a Latinized name, an authority and a taxonomic rank, along with the original 

publication and the type specimen bearing that name. Taxonomic registers distinguish 

each biological taxon from all nominal taxa by retaining a unique reference name for 

it. For example, taxonomists decided that “Delphinus capensis Gray, 1828” and “Del-

phinus delphis Linnaeus, 1758” are the same biological entity, based on morphological 

or molecular data [10]. In addition to this, the Code of zoological nomenclature rules 

that this species must be called “Delphinus delphis Linnaeus, 1758” as per the principle 

of priority. 

In this paper, we present an on-going work related to TAXREF [13], the French 

national taxonomic register for fauna, flora and fungus. Our goal is to publish TAXREF 

on the Web of Data while adhering to standards and best practices for the publication 

of Linked Open Data (LOD) [11]. First, we analyze how some international taxonomic 

registers have been published as Linked Data so far. We describe the different model-

ling choices made to represent the information using the Semantic Web technologies, 

and the issues that stem from these choices. Then, far beyond the mere translation of 

the TAXREF database into LOD standards, we show that the key point of this endeavor 

is the design of a model capable of capturing nomenclatural and taxonomic information. 

The model we propose has several key advantages: (i) it separates nomenclatural from 

taxonomic information; (ii) it is flexible enough to accommodate the ever-changing 

scientific consensus on taxonomy; (iii) it adheres to the philosophy underpinning the 

Semantic Web standards and it enables drawing links with third-party data sets pub-

lished as Linked Data, may they represent nomenclatural or taxonomic information. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the Linked Data 

modelling choices of several taxonomic registers. Section 3 describes the model we 

propose to distinguish between nomenclature and taxonomy. In section 4, we report on 

more technical aspects of this work, notably the publication of TAXREF according to 

this model and the production of rich metadata in line with LOD guidelines. Finally, 

section 5 draws a few conclusions and envisions future actions to be conducted with 

the biodiversity community. 

2 Representing Taxonomic Registers as Linked Data 

Several international taxonomic registers have already been published as Linked Data. 

They adopt somewhat different approaches to model nomenclatural and/or taxonomic 

information using the Semantic Web stack of technologies. To figure this out, we 

looked into the following ones: NCBI Organismal Classification [12], Vertebrate Tax-

onomy Ontology (VTO) [21], Agrovoc Multilingual agricultural thesaurus [8], Ency-

clopedia of Life (EOL) [7], GeoSpecies Knowledge Base2 and TaxonConcept 

Knowledge Base3. We also considered the models of two well-adopted generic data 

sets: DBpedia [18] and BBC Wildlife Ontology4. Fig. 1 illustrates the different model-

ling choices taking the example of the Delphinus delphis species and the Delphinus 

genus. Properties with no namespace (rank and genus) are generic names conveying 

the idea of such properties; they may be implemented using properties from different 

ontologies. 

─ A first option, adopted by NCBI and VTO, is to represent a taxon as an RDFS or 

OWL class5 (Fig. 1(a)). The taxonomic ranks are represented by separate classes 

(Genus and Species in this example), and a taxon is related to its rank with an appro-

priate rank property. The relationship between a taxon and its parent taxon is mod-

elled by the rdfs:subClassOf property. 

─ Closer to the nomenclature mindset, the model in Fig. 1(b), adopted by Agrovoc, 

utilizes the SKOS vocabulary6 to build a thesaurus. Yet, although it could seem that 

each SKOS concept (an instance of the skos:Concept class) solely depicts a scientific 

name, the model embeds synonymy relationships that are typical of taxonomic in-

formation. The child-to-parent relationship between two scientific names is repre-

sented by the skos:broader property. 

─ The EOL database is queried by means of an API7 that returns results in the RDF 

JSON-LD syntax. A response makes use of the Darwin Core standard for biodiver-

sity data exchange [23]: each taxon is rendered as an instance of the dwc:Taxon class, 

as depicted in Fig. 1(c), that is meant to denote taxonomic information (dwc:Taxon 

                                                           
2  https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/GEOSPECIES 
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6  SKOS: https://www.w3.org/2009/08/skos-reference/skos.html 
7  EOL API : http://eol.org/info/api_overview 



is equivalent to Taxon and TaxonConcept in the TDWG Ontology8). Nomenclatural 

information is hardly separated from taxa. 

─ The model in Fig. 1(d) defines specific classes for each taxonomic rank, such as 

Species and Genus. Unlike models (a) to (c), the taxonomic rank is not denoted by a 

specific property but by the belonging to a class, e.g. Delphinus delphis is an instance 

of the Species class. The child-to-parent relationship is represented by a per-rank 

property, genus in this case. This model has been adopted by GeoSpecies, DBpedia 

and the BBC Wildlife Ontology. 

─ Lastly, TaxonConcept’s model (Fig. 1(e)) is very similar to model (d), with the dif-

ference that only the species rank is represented as a class. Higher ranks are simply 

mentioned by means of a per-rank property whose object is a literal (property genus 

and literal "Delphinus" in the example). 

 

Fig. 1. Various models to represent taxa and/or scientific names using OWL classes (a), SKOS 

concepts (b) or instances of other classes (c, d and e). Boxes depict literals. White bubbles are 

OWL classes whereas blue bubbles are class instances. Orange arrows depict the child-to-parent 

relationship between the Delphinus delphis species and the Delphinus genus. Blue arrows relate 

a taxon with a taxonomic rank. 

In spite of these differences, all those models seem to depict the same reality. Nev-

ertheless, a careful look suggests that they convey somewhat varying mindsets. In the 

Semantic Web ethos, OWL classes are defined by extension as a set of instances (or 

individuals). Intuitively, the Delphinus delphis class in (a) comprises the individuals of 

                                                           
8  https://github.com/darwin-sw/dsw/wiki/ClassTaxon#equivalence-of-taxon-and-taxoncon-

cept-in-the-tdwg-ontology-and-the-darwin-core-standard 



 

that species. This is in line with the models of NCBI and VTO that mostly provide a 

biological description, i.e. taxonomic information. By contrast, SKOS is commonly 

used to describe a nomenclatural system as a thesaurus, i.e. a hierarchy of concepts 

connected by semantic relationships. Yet, the generic term “nomenclatural system” 

must not be confused with the nomenclature in its biological sense. Indeed, Agrovoc 

(b) models a hierarchy of concepts that not only represent nomenclatural information 

(scientific names) but also taxonomic information (how names are assigned to taxa) 

intertwined with each other. Similarly, EOL (c) chooses to model a taxon as an instance 

of the dwc:Taxon class. Using OWL classes on the one hand, or SKOS concepts or 

dwc:Taxon instances on the other hand, are equally valid solutions. Only, they indicate 

different perspectives of the same reality: an instance (in particular of the skos:Concept 

class) characterizes a taxon as one concept within a thesaurus of taxon concepts, while 

an OWL class characterizes a taxon as the set of individuals of that biological entity. 

The use of instances to represent species in GeoSpecies (d) and TaxonConcept (e) 

makes them close to the SKOS mindset. Both describe scientific names along with oc-

currence data, thus, again, interweaving taxonomic and nomenclatural information. 

Hence, to some varying extent, it occurs that all these approaches intertwine taxo-

nomic information and nomenclatural information. When we consider a broader pic-

ture, these discrepancies entail several impediments: 

─ Firstly, the scientific consensus about taxonomy constantly evolves. For instance, 

Linné described most snails as species belonging to genus Helix in 1758, but many 

of them now belong to another family, e.g. “Helix glauca Linnaeus, 1758” is a syn-

onym of “Pomacea glauca (Linnaeus, 1758)” which is the valid name. Similarly, 

“Delphinus capensis Gray, 1828” became a synonym of “Delphinus delphis Lin-

naeus, 1758” in 2015 in light of new scientific evidences [10]. When nomenclatural 

and taxonomic information is intertwined, the model pictures a snapshot of the use 

of scientific names at a certain time, that can hardly accommodate changes. A work-

around to this issue consists in versioning the whole data set but this entails setting 

up a mechanism to track the changes from one version of the data set to the next. 

Editorial notes can be used to document such changes but these are mainly meant 

for humans and are hardly machine-processable. For a model to accommodate such 

changes in a flexible manner, it is necessary to distinguish explicitly between the 

nomenclatural and taxonomic levels. This distinction may allow not only to follow 

up on taxonomical changes, but also to track and characterize them as proposed by 

Chawuthai et al [9]. 

─ Secondly, the power of Linked Data spawns from the number and quality of links. 

Interlinking two data sets requires that they model the same kind of information. If 

it is unclear whether the focus of a data set is about nomenclature (scientific names) 

or biology (taxa), then drawing owl:sameAs links with resources of other data sets 

may be erroneous: a species name is not the same thing as the group of individuals 

of that species. Furthermore, a more technical limitation can occur when interlinking 

data sets: good practices generally discourage the alignment of class instances with 

classes since reasoners for Description Logics rely on the distinction between termi-

nological and assertional knowledge [1]. Interestingly enough, this issue is strikingly 



evidenced by the data sets that we analyzed: NCBI and VTO, both based on OWL 

classes, are linked with each other using the owl:equivalentClass property, but they 

have no link whatsoever with the data sets based on instances9 (models b, c, d and e 

of Fig. 1). This absence of links does not result from a conceptual mismatch; it results 

from a sheer technical issue, although conceptually, it would make perfect sense to 

link NCBI and VTO with these other data sets. 

In the next section, we propose a model intended to tackle these issues in the context of 

the TAXREF taxonomic register. 

3 A Generic Model to represent Nomenclatural and 

Taxonomic Information as Linked Data 

TAXREF [13] is the French national taxonomic register for fauna, flora and fungus, 

maintained and distributed by the National Museum of Natural History of Paris 

(France). It is a manually curated register of all the species inventoried in metropolitan 

France and overseas territories, organized as a hierarchy of over 500.000 scientific 

names that mark a national and international consensus. From the temporal perspective, 

all living beings are considered as well as those of the close natural history, from the 

Paleolithic until now. Available through a Web site10, a Web service11 or a down-

loadable text file, TAXREF enables the interoperability between biological databases 

(mainly occurrence databases), thus supporting biodiversity studies and natural heritage 

conservation strategies. A new version of TAXREF is published every year, that 

acknowledges synonymy or hierarchy changes. 

Our goal is to design a model to represent TAXREF as Linked Data, that works out 

the issues and limitations discussed in section 2. More specifically, we seek to achieve 

three objectives: 

1. the model must be relevant to biologists by reflecting the distinction between no-

menclature and taxonomy, as well as to computer scientists by adhering to the phi-

losophy that underpins the Semantic Web standards; 

2. the model must be flexible enough to accommodate taxonomic changes from one 

version of TAXREF to the next; 

3. the model must enable the alignment with third-party data sets published as Linked 

Data, may they represent nomenclatural or taxonomic information. 

Fig. 2 sketches the model we propose to publish TAXREF as Linked Data, that we 

denote TAXREF-LD. It is the outcome of a thorough reflection during which we con-

fronted concepts from the biology (taxonomy, systematics) with Semantic Web mod-

elling practices and LOD publication pragmatic concerns. 

                                                           
9  Here we refer to proper LOD links using HTTP URIs. NCBI and VTO embed cross references 

to third-party database identifiers (using e.g. property obo:hasDbXref), but these do not com-

ply with LOD principles. 
10  https://inpn.mnhn.fr/programme/referentiel-taxonomique-taxref?lg=en 
11  https://taxref.mnhn.fr/taxref-ws 

https://taxref.mnhn.fr/taxref-ws


 

 

Fig. 2. TAXREF-LD: a Linked Data model for TAXREF, separating nomenclatural from taxo-

nomic information. White bubbles are OWL classes whereas blue bubbles are class instances. 

To achieve objective 1, two distinct levels are modelled. At the nomenclatural level 

(lower part of Fig. 2), each scientific name is modelled as a SKOS concept along with 

a label, an authority and a taxonomic rank. The child-to-parent relationship between 

scientific names is expressed with the skos:broader property. At the taxonomic level 

(upper part), a biological taxon is modelled as an OWL class. As a mirror of the no-

menclatural level, the child-to-parent relationship between taxa is expressed with the 

rdfs:subClassOf property. Vernacular names are not governed by nomenclatural rules, 

but account for a property of a group of individuals. Hence, they are attached to the 

taxon’s OWL class. Likewise, biological traits (currently habitat and biogeographical 

status) are attached to the OWL class. Both levels are connected by the links between 

a taxon and its reference name (property txrfp:hasReferenceName), and between the 

taxon and its synonyms (property txrfp:hasSynonym). A taxon gets the label of its ref-

erence name, hence the rdfs:label property with the same value as the reference scien-

tific name’s skos:prefLabel property. It also takes the taxonomic rank of its reference 

name, hence the txrfp:hasRank property at both levels. 

In this model, instances of a taxon’s OWL class are not depicted. They would typi-

cally be the biological individuals of that taxon. In particular, an instance may be cre-

ated to represent and characterize the type specimen attached to a scientific name. 



Note that, for the sake of clarity, details of biogeographical statuses are not depicted 

in Fig. 2. Also, taxonomic ranks and types of habitats are instances of the skos:Concept 

class but this is not depicted. 

OWL class vs. Darwin Core Taxon. Arguably, an alternative model could repre-

sent taxa as instances of the dwc:Taxon class, rather than OWL classes. The Darwin 

Core terms were initially designed as a means to exchange taxonomic data using flat 

text files. As of today, the journey towards a proper ontological representation in RDF 

is still on-going, as pointed out by Baskauf et al [4]. Despite efforts of the Darwin-SW 

project to define object properties relating organisms, identifications, taxa, occurrences 

and locations [2], some issues have not been addressed yet, as underlined in [3]: “the 

object properties necessary to relate dwc:Taxon instances to name entities, references, 

parent taxa, and child taxa do not exist and the exact relationship between taxonomic 

entities such as taxon concepts, protonyms, taxon name uses, etc. has not been estab-

lished using RDF”. Accordingly, it occurred to us that the RDF representation of Dar-

win Core terms is not mature enough yet to fulfill the distinction we wish to model 

between the nomenclatural and taxonomic information levels. 

URI naming scheme. The nomenclatural level is stable in time: new scientific 

names may be coined but the information associated with a name shall not change, as 

ruled by the Codes of nomenclature. Consequently, URIs of SKOS concepts are fixed 

once for all versions of TAXREF. For instance, Delphinus capensis is associated a 

SKOS concept whose URI is http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/361079/name. Conversely, the 

taxonomic level must be able to accommodate changes (objective 2). Our point is not 

to characterize and keep track of the changes that may occur through time (in contrast 

to e.g. [9]), but simply to allow changes in the use of scientific names by taxon concepts, 

between two versions of TAXREF. Toward this end, we append TAXREF’s version 

number to the URIs of OWL classes. For instance, Delphinus capensis was a reference 

name in version 9.0, thus it was associated an OWL class 

(http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/taxon/361079/9.0) and a SKOS concept (given above). Since 

version 10.0, it has become a synonym of Delphinus delphis, hence it has no corre-

sponding OWL class in version 10.0, only the SKOS concept remains. 

Interlinking. The separate modelling of the nomenclatural and taxonomic levels 

provides greater flexibility for the interlinking with third-party data sets (objective 3). 

For instance, NCBI’s classes model biological taxa that are linked with TAXREF-LD’s 

taxonomic level using the owl:equivalentClass property (section 4 discusses further the 

choice of relevant linking properties). The distinction between nomenclatural and tax-

onomic levels may also be useful to avoid linking biological entities that bear the same 

scientific name although they denote different entities throughout data sets. For exam-

ple, the IUCN Red List of Endangered Species12 still considers Delphinus delphis and 

Delphinus capensis as separate species, although Delphinus capensis is now considered 

as a synonym for Delphinus delphis. Consequently, ‘their’ Delphinus delphis taxon 

does not denote the same biological entity as the one in TAXREF, thence a link at the 

taxonomical level would be erroneous. Yet, a link at the nomenclatural level (names) 

makes sense since it does not depend on synonymy relationships. 

                                                           
12  http://www.iucnredlist.org 

http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/60878/name
http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/taxon/361079/9.0


 

4 Publishing TAXREF-LD as High Quality Linked Data 

To perform the translation of the TAXREF database into the model presented in section 

3, we used the Morph-xR2RML software13, an implementation of the xR2RML generic 

mapping language [20] designed to address the translation of heterogeneous data 

sources into RDF. This produced a graph of approximately 8.5M RDF triples, account-

ing for 509.148 scientific names (SKOS concepts) and 236.507 taxa (OWL classes). 

Access methods. An on-going work intends to set up a server enabling the sustain-

able dereferencing of TAXREF-LD URIs. Until then, a temporary server hosts the RDF 

graph for test purposes. It provides a dereferencing method14 as well as a public 

SPARQL endpoint15. 

Metadata. In order to ensure discoverability, understandability and exploitability of 

TAXREF-LD, we have taken great care of providing rich and informative metadata 

while adhering to best practices for the publication of data on the Web [11]. Using the 

DCAT vocabulary16, we defined a catalog (http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/TaxrefCatalog) 

wherein the different versions of TAXREF are represented by separate DCAT data sets. 

Each data set comes with three distributions: a Web service, a downloadable text file 

and a Linked Data distribution i.e. TAXREF-LD (http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/Taxref-

ld/10.0 in TAXREF version 10.0). Additional annotations are provided with respect to 

the number of triples, vocabularies used, links with other data sets, provenance, etc., 

using notably the VoID vocabulary17. The TAXREF-LD resource is also the SKOS 

thesaurus (of type skos:ConceptScheme) that registers all the SKOS concepts represent-

ing scientific names. Biota (http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/name/349525) is its top concept. 

Links with other taxonomic registers. To achieve significant interlinking, we first 

manually aligned the TAXREF-LD classes and properties (related to taxonomical 

ranks, habitats, authority, etc.) with their counterparts from other ontologies. Then, we 

developed a plugin for the Silk Framework [22], that ports a matching algorithm previ-

ously developed by TAXREF experts. We leveraged the distinction between the no-

menclatural and taxonomic levels to link TAXREF-LD with datasets based on the mul-

tiple models presented in Fig. 2. NCBI Organismal Classification and VTO both define 

classes that we aligned with the taxonomic level of TAXREF-LD, as illustrated in the 

upper part of Fig. 3. With a model based on SKOS concepts, Agrovoc’s SKOS concepts 

are more likely linked with TAXREF-LD’s nomenclatural level using the skos:exact-

Match. Yet, this equivalence is controversial since taxonomic information is inter-

weaved in Agrovoc’s model. An alternative may be to use the weaker skos:closeMatch 

property, or to assume that Agrovoc’s concepts represent taxa and declare TAXREF-

LD’s SKOS concepts as reference or synonymous names of these taxa. Likewise, with 

                                                           
13  Morph-xR2RML: https://github.com/frmichel/morph-xr2rml/ 
14  Any TAXREF-LD URI can be dereferenced by pointing to http://erebe-

vm2.i3s.unice.fr:8890/describe/?url=<URI>. For instance, this tiny URL leads to the descrip-

tion of taxon Delphinus delphis: https://frama.link/RJd-_xq8 
15  http://erebe-vm2.i3s.unice.fr:8890/sparql 
16  DCAT: https://www.w3.org/TR/2014/REC-vocab-dcat-20140116/ 
17  VoID: https://www.w3.org/TR/2011/NOTE-void-20110303/ 

http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/Taxref-ld/10.0
http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/Taxref-ld/10.0
http://taxref.mnhn.fr/lod/name/349525
http://erebe-vm2.i3s.unice.fr:8890/describe/?url=%3cURI
http://erebe-vm2.i3s.unice.fr:8890/describe/?url=%3cURI


an instance-based modelling of taxa intertwined with some nomenclatural information, 

TaxonConcept and GeoSpecies are controversial cases. As discussed in section 2, good 

practices recommend not to align these instances with OWL classes of TAXREF-LD’s 

taxonomic level, unless utilizing a semantically-poor property such as rdfs:seeAlso. 

Thus, we opted for an alignment at the nomenclatural level of TAXREF-LD, yet using 

the weaker skos:relatedMatch or skos:closeMatch SKOS properties, depending on how 

close they are to our model. This is illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 3. The linking 

with EOL is still on-going at the time of writing. Overall, we created 267.155 links 

towards resources of these taxonomic registers. Additionally, TAXREF maintains ref-

erences to Web pages of on-line scientific databases. We used these references to pro-

duce 992.722 foaf:page links from TAXREF-LD classes and concepts towards related 

Web pages (not depicted in Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. Interlinking of the Delphinus delphis species with six other LD taxonomic registers 

5 Conclusion and Perspectives 

Taxonomic registers are key tools for the integration of biological databases. As such, 

they stand out as promising candidates to populate the Web of Data. In this paper, we 

reported on the publication of the French taxonomic register (TAXREF) in the Web of 

Data, by adhering to Linked Open Data best practices.  

We first analyzed the varying modelling choices made in the past years to represent 

some international taxonomic registers as Linked Data. We pointed out that these mod-

els convey different mindsets that can make their interlinking difficult. Furthermore, 



 

these models do not easily accommodate the ever-changing scientific consensus about 

taxonomy. 

Consequently, we proposed a model tackling these issues and capable of capturing 

two distinct levels of information: nomenclatural information (scientific names as-

signed to biological entities) is represented as a SKOS thesaurus, and taxonomic infor-

mation (the description and characterization of these biological entities) is represented 

by OWL classes. We argue that this model is relevant to biologists as well as Semantic 

Web experts, it is flexible enough to accommodate taxonomy changes and it enables 

interlinking with third-party data sets published as Linked Data, whatever the model 

they adopted. We applied this model to the case of TAXREF, that is now publicly ac-

cessible through a SPARQL endpoint and a Linked Data server, and we seek to achieve 

proper dereferencing of the URIs in the near future. To increase its visibility, we are in 

the process of registering TAXREF-LD on the DataHub.io portal, and we are consid-

ering its publication on the AgroPortal ontology repository for agronomy [16] . 

Furthermore, our goal with this paper is to engage in a discussion with the stake-

holders of the biodiversity community, may they be data consumers or producers of 

sibling taxonomic registers covering complementary regions, epochs or domains. Our 

point it to delineate some scientific questions and the underlying data integration sce-

narios, and engage in actions to pursue these objectives. 

More generally, the publication of taxonomic registers as Linked Data is a way to 

contribute to a large, distributed, biological knowledge base. This knowledge base may 

be beneficial in many ways. For instance, taxonomists may leverage it to compare and 

discuss their conceptions of biological entities throughout the world. Navigating 

through interlinked data sets related to domains as diverse as the biology, genetics, 

medicine, resources management, sociology, etc., could pave the way to inferring new 

knowledge on organisms and spur new research areas. 
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Abstract. Using the angiosperm order Caryophyllales, we will provide an ex-

emplar use case on optimizing the taxonomic research process with respect to 

delimitation and characterisation (“description”) of taxa using the the European 

Distributed Institute of Taxonomy (EDIT) Platform for Cybertaxonomy. The 

workflow for sample data handling of the EDIT platform will be extended: Char-

acter data (data on genotypic and phenotypic characters of any type, here focus-

ing on morphology) will be captured and stored in structured form. The structure 

consists of character and character state matrices for individual specimens instead 

of taxa, which shall allow to generate taxon characterisations by aggregating the 

data sets for the individual specimens included. To ensure data integrity, espe-

cially for the aggregation process, semantic web technologies will be used to es-

tablish and continuously elaborate expert community-coordinated exemplar vo-

cabularies with term ontologies and explanations for characters and states. In co-

operation with the "German Federation for Biological Data" (GFBio), the GFBio 

Terminology Service is used for publishing the ontologies via a public API. The 

EDIT platform will be extended to use and integrate the GFBio Terminology 

Service in order to work with the latest version of the ontology used for specimen 

respective taxon descriptions. 

Keywords: descriptive data, e-taxonomy, terminology management 

1 Pre-work and project goals 

In a precursor project [1, 2], we have implemented a workflow for processing  speci-

men-related metadata on the European Distributed Institute of Taxonomy (EDIT) Plat-

form for Cybertaxonomy [3], a comprehensive taxonomic data management and pub-

lication environment that offers a collection of tools and services and works as a service 

provider to support taxonomic workflows, publishing, data storage and exchange, etc. 

The aim was to organise the links between (a) samples of individual organisms col-

lected, (b) research data obtained from them, (c) specimens of these individuals depos-

ited in research collections, and (d) taxon assignments (“identifications”) of the inves-

tigated individuals.  



 

On this basis, the current project will optimise the taxonomic research process with 

respect to delimitation and characterisation (“description”) of taxa. 

Working on the angiosperm order Caryophyllales [4], character data (mainly morpho-

logical data) of individual specimens will be recorded and stored in the underlying 

“Common Data Model” (CDM) [5] compliant data store of the platform. For specimen 

descriptions, a community-developed expert ontology backed by the GFBio terminol-

ogy service for ontology management is being developed and used to ensure data in-

tegrity. In a final step, data aggregation of the individual character data sets assisted by 

the terminology service will generate automated descriptions on taxon level. 

 This project combines two major scientific areas, semantic descriptions and taxon 

characterization both of which are crucial for sustainable scientific work. Taxon char-

acterizations on specimen level allow for generated taxonomic delimitation. However, 

this is partly a subjective work leading to different definitions for certain features (leaf 

colour is “reddish green” vs “greenish red”). To align different characterizations the 

combination with semantically defined terms will relate existing definitions and also 

unify newly created ones by proposing existing terms. 

2 Terminology service 

One of the project goals is to create an ontology for specimen descriptions which should 

be used and developed collaboratively. This ontology should be made publicly availa-

ble to increase the reach and usage of the semantic concepts developed for it. The 

GFBio terminology service [6], which is simultaneously being implemented, supports 

working with formal ontologies, taxonomies or other Semantic Web compliant collec-

tions of terms. It will be used to store and publish the aforementioned ontology. The 

service, as seen in Fig 1, provides a web service interface to support various requests 

related to retrieving semantic information from the stored ontologies. Another im-

portant feature is the mapping of internal and external terminological resources which 

promotes even more the collaborative work on ontologies. 

 

Fig 1 Overview of the GFBio terminology service architecture 



 

 

3 Specimen Description workflow 

Ontologies backed by the terminology service will be created, managed, used and ex-

tended during the entire workflow for specimen based data acquisition and taxon de-

scriptions. Three main applications can be identified, all of which will be integrated 

into the EDIT platform as part of the current project (see Fig 2) 

 

Fig 2 The EDIT platform uses the API of the terminology service to integrate the 

terminology services into three applications: 1) the term editor which allows editing on a 

synced copy of the ontology, 2) the character editor where the user defines taxon specific term 

hierarchies for structures, properties and their corresponding states and 3) the character 

matrix which serves for the character-based description of single specimens. 

3.1 Ontology Management 

Ontology editing facilities are implemented into the EDIT platform using the API of 

the terminology service. The platform itself provides a user and rights management 

which will serve for collaborative work on the ontology preparation and maintenance. 



 

Additionally, the CDM as the storage model adds more fine-grained meta information 

to the development process. It allows tracking changes i.e. allowing a versioning mech-

anism and also an extended documentation via annotations and notes is possible. 

Working on the ontology within the platform will be done on a synced copy of the 

data. The CDM will be extended to support the linkage of terms and their relations as 

well as their semantic concept in the remote ontology provided by the terminology ser-

vice. 

A term editor based on the EDIT platform is used to visualise and edit the synced 

copy. 

3.2 Creating the descriptive data set/Character editor 

For a comprehensive morphological analysis of a taxon in general as well as specimen-

wise, a well-defined, established terminology is essential that has already been widely 

used in the respective plant group. The individual botanist must be able to choose the 

necessary terms from a vocabulary that is persistently embedded in or linked to a stable 

term-ontology (e.g. The Plant Ontology [7]).  

To describe the morphological characters observed, composite terms are used fol-

lowing the tripartite principle proposed by Diederich [8] and realised in the Prometheus 

model [9, 10]. That means that characters are composed of three single terms that be-

long to different categories: (1) plant structures, defining the morphological structure 

of a plant organism from root to flower, (2) properties, describing the morphological 

aspects of the plant structures, (3) states for setting the quantitative or categorical space 

of the properties. 

Structures and properties will be stored in tree structures into CDM-based data 

stores. The tree structure allows for designing taxonomic group specific hierarchies and 

dependencies between the single terms. The compilation of structure tree, property tree 

and states connected to a taxon is called a descriptive data set. 

 

3.3 Character matrix and aggregation 

The first two steps dealt with the conceptual creation of the descriptive data set by 

evaluating what terms of the ontology are needed, how they are ordered and how their 

boundaries are defined. The final step is the actual description of specimens including 

the creation of characters and measuring their states. 

As pointed out in the previous chapter, data triplets based on the Prometheus model 

are used. Every single character that describes a certain feature of the specimen is built 

up from a structure term and a property term. The range of the property term itself is 

limited by the states assigned to it. 

The specimen descriptions are edited in a character matrix combining all specimens 

associated with the taxonomic group of the current descriptive data set with the char-

acters created to describe the morphological features. The matrix can be seen as a table 

with ordered rows which will be built up by the characters that were previously created 

to describe the taxon. The columns will be the specimens belonging to that certain 



 

taxon. The order of the characters also provides semantic information. There are, for 

example, character that cannot exist because the overall structure to which they belong 

does not exist as well as a more general character may already define the boundaries of 

a sub character. 

The editing process will be enriched with the semantic knowledge about the terms. 

This enables rules for value hierarchies, data entry assistance through semantic docu-

mentation, data validation, etc. 

The ordering of state information into a character matrix enables the procedure of 

generating taxon descriptions via an aggregation algorithm. Specimen descriptions will 

be comparable to each other because of structured character data organization. Single 

characters and their states are semantically defined by the underlying ontology describ-

ing what they are and how to interpret their values. The semantic knowledge also assists 

when comparing or merging character data from different sources. 

 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

The EDIT platform in combination with the GFBio terminology service creates a capa-

ble environment for the process of a specimen-based and dynamic description of taxa 

using character data. The descriptive data set as a data structure connects the “raw” 

specimen character data to a taxonomic group, making data aggregation possible which 

allows the generation of automated taxon descriptions. Each application of the work-

flow is based on the platform and the CDM so that the user rights and roles management 

system can be set up specifically for each task by granting access only to those users 

that are authorized. 

In any step of the workflow it is common that requests to change or edit the ontology 

will come up. The CDM provides the link to the synced copy of the ontology but any-

way, in a future step, change and versioning strategies should be discussed in more 

detail as there are still no established solutions to this problem. 

Another advantage of working with semantic technology is reasoning. This will espe-

cially be of interest during the aggregation process when dealing with conflicting data 

or generated taxon descriptions vs. descriptions from literature. 
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Abstract In this work we present a framework to publish biodiversity
data from Argentinian Patagonia as Linked Open Data (LOD). These
datasets contains information of biological species (mammals, plants,
parasites, among others) have been collected by researchers from the
Centro Nacional Patagónico (CENPAT), and have initially been made
available as Darwin Core Archive (DwC-A) files. We introduce and detail
a transformation process and explain how to access and exploit them,
promoting integration with other repositories.

Keywords: Biocollections, Darwin Core, Linked data, RDF, SPARQL

1 Introduction

Animal, plant and marine biodiversity comprise the “natural capital” that keeps
our ecosystems functional and economies productive. However, since the world
is experiencing a dramatic loss of biodiversity [1,2], an analysis about its impact
is being done by digitising and publishing biological collections [3]. To this end,
the biodiversity community has standardised shared common vocabularies such
as Darwin Core (DwC) [4] together with platforms as the Integrated Publishing
Toolkit (IPT) [5] aiming at publishing and sharing biodiversity data. As a con-
sequence, the biodiversity community now have hundreds of millions of records
published in common formats and aggregated into centralised portals. Neverthe-
less, new challenges emerged from this initiative for effectively using such a large
volume of data. In particular, as the number of species, geographic regions, and
institutions continue growing, answering questions about the complex interre-
lationships among these data become increasingly difficult. The Semantic Web
(SW) [6] provides possible solutions to these problems by enabling the Web of
Linked Data (LD) [7], where data objects are uniquely identified and the rela-
tionships among them are explicitly defined. LD is a powerful and compelling



approach for spreading and consuming scientific data. It involves publishing,
sharing and connecting data on the Web, and offers a new way of data integra-
tion and interoperability. The driving force to implement LD spaces is the RDF
technology. Moreover, there is an increasing recognition of the advantages of LD
technologies in the life sciences [8,9].

In this same direction, CENPAT1 has started to publicly share its data un-
der Open Data licence.2 Data are available as Darwin Core Archive (DwC-A)
[10], which are a set of files for describing the structure and relationships of the
raw data along with metadata files conforming the DwC standard. Nevertheless,
the well-known IPT platform focuses on publishing content in unstructured or
semi-structured formats but reducing the possibilities to interoperate with other
datasets and make them accessible for machines. To enhance this approach, we
present a transformation process to publish these data as RDF datasets. This
process uses OpenRefine [11] for generating RDF triples from semi-structured
data and define URIs. It also uses GraphDB [12], previously known as OWLIM
[12], for storing, browsing, accessing and linking data with external RDF data-
sets. Along this process, we follow the stages defined in the LOD Life-Cycle
proposed in [13]. We claim that this work is an opportunity to exploit data from
biodiversity in Argentina because they had been never published as LOD.

This work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the main features of
the datasets selected and their relationships with DwC. Section 3 describes the
transformation process to RDF, while section 4 presents its publication and its
access. Section 5 shows the framework to discover links to other datasets. Next,
section 6 presents the exploitation of the dataset. Finally, we draw conclusions
and suggest some future improvements.

2 CENPAT Data Sources

In this section, before describing our datasets, we briefly explain the DwC stand-
ard and DwC-A, which these datasets are based on.

2.1 Darwin Core Terms and Darwin Core Archive

DwC [4] is a body of standards for biodiversity informatics. It provides stable
terms and vocabularies for sharing biodiversity data. DwC is maintained by
TDWG3 (Biodiversity Information Standards, formerly The International Work-
ing Group on Taxonomic Databases). Its terms are organised into nine categories
(often referred to as classes), six of which cover broad aspects of the biodiversity
domain. Occurrence refers to existence of an organism at both particular place
and time. Location is the place where the organism were observed (normally
a geographical region or place). Event is the relationship between Occurrence
and Location and register protocols and methods, dates, time and field notes.

1 http://www.cenpat-conicet.gob.ar/
2 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode
3 http://www.tdwg.org/



Finally, Taxon refers to scientific names, vernacular names, etc. of the organism
observed. The remaining categories cover relationships to other resources, meas-
urements, and generic information about records. DwC also makes use of Dublin
Core terms [14], for example: type, modified, language, rights, rightsHolder, ac-
cessRights, bibliographicCitation, references.

In the same direction, Darwin Core Archive (DwC-A) [10] is a biodiversity
informatics data standard that makes use of the DwC terms to produce a
single, self-contained dataset and thus sharing both species-level (taxonomic)
and species-occurrence data. Moreover, each DwC-A includes these files. Firstly,
the core data file (mandatory) consists of a standard set of DwC terms to-
gether with the raw data. This file is formatted as fielded text, where data records
are expressed as rows of text, and data elements (columns) are separated with a
standard delimiter such as a tab or comma. Its first row specifies the headers for
each column. Secondly, the descriptor metafile defines how the core data file
is organised and maps each data column to a corresponding DwC term. Lastly,
the resource metadata provides information about the dataset itself such as its
description (abstract), agents responsible for authorship, publication and doc-
umentation, bibliographic and citation information, collection method, among
others.

2.2 Dataset Features

The datasets analysed belong to CENPAT and are available as DwC-A in an
IPT server from this institution. They include collections of marine, terrestrial,
parasites and plant species mainly registered from several points of the Argen-
tinian Patagonia. Data are generated in different ways: some of them by means
of electronic devices placed in different animals to study environmental variables,
while others are observations of species in their natural habitat or species stud-
ied in laboratories. To ensure the quality of these data, the records have been
structured according to the procedure described in [15].

Up to May 2017, CENPAT owns 33 datasets representing about 273.419
occurrence records, where 80% of them have been also georeferenced. Some of
these collections contain unique data never published because of the age of the
records (1970s). As a consequence, making this information available as LOD
is so important for researchers, who are studying species conservation and the
impact of man in biodiversity along the last years [16,17].

3 Linked Data Creation

Publishing data as LD involves data cleaning, mapping and conversion processes
from DwC-A to RDF triples. The architecture of such a process is shown in Fig. 1
and has been structured as described in the following subsections.



Figure 1. Transformation process for converting biodiversity datasets

3.1 Data Extraction, Cleaning and Reconciliation Process

The DwC-A are manually extracted from the IPT repository and their occur-
rences files (occurrence.txt) are processed using OpenRefine tool [11]. There,
occurrences are cleaned and converted to standardised data types such as dates,
numerical values, etc. and empty columns are removed. OpenRefine also allows
adding reconciliation services based on SPARQL endpoints, which return candid-
ate resources from external datasets to be matched to fields in the local datasets.
In our process, we use DBpedia [18] endpoint4 to reconcile the Country column
with the dbo:country resource in DBpedia, the link between the resources is
made through the property owl:sameAs. After that, if the reconciliation is done,
we create a new column for the corresponding URI of the resource. In particular,
we add the column named dbpediaCountryURI for the original Country.

Another reconciliation service5 used, it was based on a taxonomic database
Encyclopedia of Life (EOL)6 which allows to reconcile accepted names in EOL
database. Specifically, the reconciliation is applied to the column scientificName

so that we create a new column named EOL page for the EOL page describing
the specie. Unfortunately, this whole process is time-consuming because not all
values are automatically matched and thus ambiguous suggestions must be fixed.
Moreover, in this phase only two columns have been possible to reconcile because
the process returns unsuitable results using DBpedia services some columns like
institutionCode or locality.

4 https://dbpedia.org/sparql
5 http://iphylo.org/~rpage/phyloinformatics/services/reconciliation_eol.

php
6 http://www.eol.org/



3.2 RDF Schema Alignment and URI Definition

After cleaning and reconciling, data are converted to RDF triples using RDF
Refine7, which is an extension of OpenRefine tool. RDF Refine allows users to
go through a graphical interface describing the RDF scheme alignment skeleton
to be shared among different datasets. The RDF skeleton specifies the subject,
predicate and the object of the triples to be generated. The next step in the pro-
cess is to set up prefixes. Since datasets include localities, locations and research
institutes, we set up prefixes for well-known vocabularies such as the W3C Basic
Geo ontology [19], Geonames [20], DBpedia, FOAF [21], Darwin-SW [22] for es-
tablishing relationships among DwC classes and Taxon Concept.8 Table 1 shows
the prefixes used.

Table 1. Prefix used in the mapping process.

Prefix Description URI
cnp-gilia Base URI http://crowd.fi.uncoma.edu.ar:3333/
dwc Darwin Core http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/
dws Darwin-SW http://purl.org/dsw/
foaf Friend of a Friend http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
dc Dublic Core http://purl.org/dc/terms/
geo-pos WGS84 lat/long vocab http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84 pos#
geo-ont GeoNames http://www.geonames.org/ontology#
wd Entitys in Wikidata http://www.wikidata.org/entity/
wdt Properties in Wikidata http://www.wikidata.org/prop/direct/
txn Taxon Concept Ontology http://lod.taxonconcept.org/ontology/txn.owl#

In order to generate URI for each resource, in this approach we used GREL
(General Refine Expression Language) also provided by OpenRefine, the general
structure of the URIs is described below:

http://[base uri]/[DwC class]/[value]

where: [base uri] is the one specifies in Table 1, [DwC class] is the respective
DwC class and [value] is the value of the cells in the file of occurrences. It
is also important to note that the generated URIs are instances of the classes
defined in the DwC standard. Finally, the resulting RDF triple for an occurrence
is:

SUBJECT: <base_uri/occurrence/f6bbf85d -85ea -4605 -87fa -d81aca73a1cd >

PREDICATE: rdf:type

OBJECT: dwc:Occurrence

Table 2 describes the mapping performed and which columns have been used
to generate the main URIs.

7 http://refine.deri.ie/
8 http://lod.taxonconcept.org/ontology/txn.owl
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4 Publishing and Accessing Data

The transformed biodiversity data have been published, and can to be accessed,
through GraphDB. GraphDB is a highly efficient and robust graph database
with RDF and SPARQL support. It allows users to explore the hierarchy of
RDF classes (Class hierarchy), where each class can be browsed to explore
its instances. Similarly, relationships among these classes also can be explored
giving an overview about how many links exist between instances of the two
classes (Class relationship). Each link is a RDF statement where its subject
and object are class instances and its predicate is the link itself. Lastly, users also
can explore resources providing URIs representing any of the subject, predicate
or object of a triple (View resource).

Finally, Fig. 2 shows the resulting graph for the description of a southern
elephant seal skull, which is part of the CENPAT collection of marine mam-
mals and contains information about where has been found, who has been col-
lected for, sex and scientific name, among others. Another way to access the
same information is to explore the View resource in the GraphDB repository
http://crowd.fi.uncoma.edu.ar:3333/resource/find for the specific occur-
rence f6bbf85d-85ea-4605-87fa-d81aca73a1cd, while the serialization of the
complete graph in Turtle syntax can be consulted in.9

Figure 2. Figure shows links between instances of classes, rdf:type assertions are
shown in light gray. In blue colour you can see the reconciled values .

9 https://github.com/cenpat-gilia/CENPAT-GILIA-LOD/blob/master/rdf/graph.

ttl, accessed at September 2017



5 Interlinking

Interlinking other datasets in a semi-automated way is crucial aiming at fa-
cilitating data integration. In this context, OpenRefine reconciliation service
is able to match some links to DBpedia, but since it is still limited, our pro-
cess should use more powerful tools to discover links to other datasets. For
this task, our approach preliminarily integrate SILK framework10 that uses
Silk-Link Specification Language (Silk-LSL) to express heuristics for decid-
ing whether a semantic relationship exists between two entities. For interlinking
species between DBpedia and our dataset, we used Levenshtein distance a com-
parison operator that evaluates two inputs and computes the similarity based on
a user-defined distance measure and a user-defined threshold. This comparator
receives as input two strings dbp:binomial (Binomial nomenclature in DBpedia)
and the combination of dwc:genus + dwc:specificEpithet (the concatenation
of these two defines the scientific name of the species). The Levenshtein distance
comparator was set up with <Thresholds = "0.0" and Weight = "1">. After
the execution, SILK discovered 15 links to DBpedia with an accuracy of 100%
and 85 link with an accuracy between 65% and 75%. In this case, we permit
only one outgoing owl:sameAs link from each resource. The complete Silk-LSL
script can be downloaded from.11

However, although a set of links has been successfully generated, users’ feed-
back is needed to filter some species wrongly matched by the tool. Finally, we
must identify further candidates for interlinking and tests other properties or
classes from our dataset in order to increase the automatic capabilities of the
framework.

6 Exploitation

This section shows how the different types of observations of species can be
retrieved, complemented with information of another datasets and filtered by
submitting SPARQL queries to GraphDB endpoint. Moreover, it provides some
experiments in R by using the SPARQL12 package. Each SPARQL query in fol-
lowing examples assumes the prefix defined in Table 1.

Total Number of Species in the CENPAT Dataset. The following query
retrieves the species of the dataset. To this end, it includes the scientific name of
the species and also its amount of occurrences, to execute this query in GraphDB
see.13 The Fig. 3 shows only the first resulting records.

10 http://silkframework.org/
11 https://github.com/cenpat-gilia/CENPAT-GILIA-LOD/blob/master/SILK/

link-spec.xml, accessed at September 2017
12 https://cran.rproject.org/web/packages/SPARQL/SPARQL.pdf
13 http://crowd.fi.uncoma.edu.ar:3333/sparql?savedQueryName=species-count



SELECT ?scname (COUNT (?s) AS ?observations)
{?s a dwc:Occurrence.
?s dsw:toTaxon ?taxon.
?taxon dwc:scientificName ?scname }

GROUP BY ?scname
ORDER BY DESC(COUNT(?s))

Figure 3. Occurrences of each species that contains the dataset.

Occurrences by Year. The following query allows to observe the temporality
of the occurrences and its results are visualised using R as shown the Fig. 4. The
R script is available in.14

SELECT ?year (COUNT(?s) as ?count)
{?s a dwc:Event.
?s dwc:verbatimEventDate ?date }

GROUP BY (year(?date) AS ?year)
ORDER BY ASC(?year)

Figure 4. Simple plot using SPARQL and ggplot2 package for R.

Conservation Status of Species. Conservation status are defined by The
IUCN Global Species Programme15 and are taken as a global reference. Inform-
ation about the state of conservation is missing in CENPAT datasets so that

14 https://github.com/cenpat-gilia/CENPAT-GILIA-LOD/blob/master/

r-scripts/occurrences-by-year.R, accessed at September 2017
15 http://www.iucnredlist.org/



providing these data linking other RDF datasets is highly desirable. To this end,
the following query capture these missing data using the owl:sameAs property.
The results are shown in Fig. 5, to execute this query in GraphDB, see.16

SELECT ?scname ?eol_page ?c_status
WHERE { ?s a dwc:Taxon.

?s dwc:scientificName ?scname.
?s txn:hasEOLPage ?eol_page.
?s owl:sameAs ?resource .

SERVICE <http :// dbpedia.org/sparql > {
?resource dbo:conservationStatus ?c_status .}

}

Figure 5. Conservation status associated to the species: LC (Least Concern), DD
(Data Deficient), EN (Endangered), VU (Vulnerable).

Locations of Marine Mammals. The last query is to retrieve the locations
(latitude and longitude) for the species Mirounga Leonina. The results are de-
picted in Fig. 6 using R, and the script is available in.17

SELECT ?lat ?long

WHERE { ?s a dwc:Occurrence.

?s dsw:toTaxon ?taxon.

?taxon dwc:scientificName ?s_name.

?s dsw:atEvent ?event.

?event dsw:locatedAt ?loc.

?loc geo -pos:lat ?lat .

?loc geo -pos:long ?long

FILTER (?lat >= " -58.4046"^^xsd:decimal && ?lat <= " -32.4483"^^xsd:decimal)

FILTER (?long >= " -69.6095"^^xsd:decimal && ?long <= " -52.631"^^xsd:decimal)

FILTER regex ( STR (? s_name ), "Mirounga leonina")}

7 Conclusions and Further Works

In this work we have presented a framework to publish biodiversity data from
Argentinian Patagonia as LOD, which have initially been made available as

16 http://crowd.fi.uncoma.edu.ar:3333/sparql?savedQueryName=

conservation-status
17 https://github.com/cenpat-gilia/CENPAT-GILIA-LOD/blob/master/

r-scripts/positions-ml.R, accessed at September 2017



Figure 6. Visualization of animal movements using R

Darwin Core Archive files. The aim is to facilitate the access of researchers to
important data and thus giving a valuable support to the scientific analysis of the
biodiversity. In addition, this work is the first Argentinian initiative to convert
biodiversity data according to the criteria established by LOD.

We have detailed the transformation process and explained how to access and
exploit them, promoting integration with other repositories. Moreover, we have
depicted this process using queries extracted from the domain of application.
Such RDF repository is hosted at http://crowd.fi.uncoma.edu.ar:3333/ to-
gether with an SPARQL endpoint, in this initial stage we store 202.119 triples.

As future works, we plan to automate some tasks of the process and interlink
with more datasets. Moreover, providing easier SPARQL access for non-skilled
users. Finally, we are analysing other ontologies such as ENVO [23], NCBI [24]
and OWL Time [25] and working on a suite of complementary ontologies for
describing every aspect of semantic biodiversity.
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Abstract. The aggregation of multi-disciplinary information is a challenge 
faced by large-scale data infrastructures serving scientific domains such as bio-
diversity, agronomy or ecology. This requires the integration of ontologies or 
thesauri from different domains. These semantic resources are often hosted 
within domain specific repositories which can be harvested for that purpose. 
The lack of discoverability, the technical and metadata heterogeneity of the se-
mantic repositories pose a challenge for their effective integration. In this con-
text, we argue that there is a need for a semantic lookup-service to access and 
use this heterogeneous landscape. We then present a proof-of-concept design 
and implementation for harvesting different ontology repositories (BioPortal, 
AgroPortal and EBI-OLS). We show some preliminary analytics and discuss 
technical issues regarding aggregation. Finally, we conclude with an open call 
for collaboration to address the issues hampering such initiatives. 

Keywords: Ontology libraries, Semantic annotation, Ontology lookup service, 
EUDAT. 

1   Introduction 

Semantic technologies are increasingly used by domain-specific Research Infrastruc-
tures (RIs) and large-scale multi-disciplinary infrastructures such as EUDAT1. Se-
mantically-enabled services offer a framework to aggregate data from multiple 
sources, enhancing discoverability and interoperability. The EUDAT pilot service 
B2Note2 is one such service, allowing the creation of semantic annotations of datasets 
within and outside of the EUDAT infrastructure. The process of annotation is about 
“attach[ing] data to some other piece of data” [1]. In the scope of the Semantic Web, 
this usually refers to the contextualisation of information within a wider knowledge 
graph in order to support discovery and, eventually, automated reasoning. Such a 
vision can only be made possible through the wide-spread and repeated annotation 
with concepts defined in ontologies, thesauri or taxonomies. Throughout this work, 

                                                             
1 http://www.eudat.eu/ 
2 https://eudat.eu/news/annotate-your-research-data-with-b2note 



we refer to such formalised knowledge representation structures as semantic re-
sources, without any consideration for their format. 

Providing domain specific concepts within a multi-disciplinary infrastructure re-
quires their discovery and aggregation from different semantic resources available 
throughout the Web. This is also particularly true for RIs in the domain of biodiversi-
ty and ecology, where biology is linked to heterogeneous fields such as chemistry, 
molecular biology and earth science. In recent years, however, the number of availa-
ble semantic resources has steadily grown to an extent making it hard to maintain the 
overview on “what’s out there” and to identify the locations where they can be re-
trieved. 

Dedicated repositories have thus been conceived to extend the discoverability of 
semantic resources by providing single access points for retrieving information about 
and from multiple, usually domain specific, semantic resources. Called “ontology 
libraries” by d’Aquin and Noy [2], these semantic repositories often provide pro-
grammatic access as (REST) API or via query languages such as SPARQL. They can 
thus be used to identify available semantic resources and moreover usually offer the 
advantage of hosting them in a homogenised form. This includes structured descrip-
tive metadata about a resource such as name, acronym and version, as well as homo-
geneous extracts of its content which usually encompasses information about con-
cepts and related properties.  

Harvesting content from different domain specific semantic repositories can there-
fore support the aggregation of domain specific concepts for the semantic annotation 
of multi-disciplinary content. This endeavour, however, still remains a challenge as 
the large number of available semantic repositories raises the problem of their discov-
erability and interoperability. 

In the context of EUDAT we designed a proof-of-concept service to aggregate 
multi-disciplinary semantic resources. This Semantic Lookup Service shall periodical-
ly retrieve the content from a set of registered semantic repositories and feed the re-
sults into a search index supporting concept discovery and auto-completion, used by 
the data annotation service B2Note. The development of such a centralised platform 
will increase the discoverability of the existing resources for the domain knowledge 
experts and for the growing eco-system of semantic tools, supporting the re-use of the 
semantic resources. Furthermore, the aggregation of content from large numbers of 
semantic repositories enables various types of analysis and metrics.  

We argue that such a service will be of benefit especially to the life-sciences do-
main, since a huge proportion of existing repositories, such as BioPortal [3] and EBI-
OLS [4], is rooted there, reflecting the already established tradition of using semantic 
resources. Providing a consolidated view on the semantic resource landscape present 
there will support related researchers but also foster the re-use of their resources in 
related domains such as agronomy, biodiversity and ecosystems research. In the con-
text of the latter for example, initiatives such as the ILTER (International Long Term 
Ecosystem Research) network increasingly employ semantic resources such as the 
Environmental Thesaurus [5] for facilitating the harmonisation of heterogeneous data 
from its members [6]. The establishment of a repository dedicated to such resources is 
planned [7] and will augment already existing initiatives such as AgroPortal [8] for 



the Agronomy/Agrology domain. The aggregation of these repositories provides the 
opportunity to identify cross-domain overlaps in terminology, potentially leading to 
mutual re-use and better cross-domain interoperability. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an over-
view on related work, identifies the key challenges and argues for the need for har-
monisation between the existing solutions. It is then followed by the description of the 
design and first implementation of the proof-of-concept Semantic Lookup Service and 
our initial approach to harvesting concepts hosted in different semantic repositories in 
Section 3. Section 4 features a discussion of the results while section 5 gives an out-
look for future work. 

 

2   Related Work and Challenges 

Semantic repositories seek to offer unique software platforms for extending the dis-
coverability of semantic resources. Several implementations and approaches to se-
mantic repositories have been developed and a first classification was proposed in 
2012 by d’Aquin et al. [2]. While some of the approaches mentioned by the authors 
appear to have stalled, many others have emerged such as for example the SKOS 
oriented FINTO3 service which is based on the SKOSMOS framework [9], the gener-
ic and curated Linked Open Vocabulary platform [10], the ANDS Research Vocabu-
lary service4 based on SISSVOC [11], and Ontobee [12]. In the biomedical domain, 
projects such as the above mentioned BioPortal and EBI-OLS evolved into advanced 
repositories. BioPortal has been reused in a growing variety of domains including 
Agriculture (AgroPortal) and Earth Sciences5. All these platforms offer means to 
harvest their content via RESTful APIs or SPARQL endpoints and thus support the 
aggregation of their content. The current variety of technical solutions increases the 
choice of offered functionalities but comes with burdens for interoperability. Indeed, 
the comparison of the different repositories revealed a large metadata and API hetero-
geneity. This represents a challenge to aggregate these resources into a multi-
disciplinary semantic index. 

Another major challenge is the discoverability of semantic resources. Indeed, the 
increasing number of semantic repositories makes it difficult to find all of them. In 
addition, many resources are not necessarily registered in a repository and can be 
rarely found via Google searches, leading to the situation that they are only known 
and (re-)used within a specific community. 

We identified three main needs to address these challenges: a common metadata 
description, a common framework for API interoperability and a central hub to access 
the wealth of semantic resources.  

The need for a common metadata description for semantic resources and semantic 
repositories has been identified by several initiatives such as the OBO Foundry [13] 
                                                             
3 http://finto.fi/en/ 
4 https://vocabs.ands.org.au/ 
5 http://semanticportal.esipfed.org/ 



for the bio-medical domain, the ontology metadata schema proposed by LOV, and the 
Ontology Metadata Vocabulary [14]. One of the key challenges is to find a consensus 
between these different initiatives and to define a unique minimal common metadata 
set in order to enhance the interoperability between the different existing resources. 

The problem of API interoperability is a generic problem for interlinking web ser-
vices infrastructure. In the past few years, different initiatives have emerged to ad-
dress this issue, including, for web-based APIs, the W3C HYDRA working communi-
ty [15], the OpenAPI Initiatives6 and the smart API [16], or, for RDF based datasets 
and resources, the W3C Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets7 and Linked Data Frag-
ments8. The design of a central hub for API-providing repositories represents a unique 
opportunity to test and benchmark the different approaches to API interoperability.  

The vision of a centralised service for discovering, searching, exploring and reus-
ing semantic resources and related documents has already been proposed by several 
initiatives. Semantic search engines such as Swoogle [17], FalconS [18] or Watson 
[19] aimed at crawling and mining the web for semantic resources and offered means 
to search the results. Although they became valuable resources for knowledge work-
ers, these different initiatives appear to have been discontinued. Other approaches 
sought to provide distributed search facilities across semantic repositories, such as the 
“Network of Ontology Repositories” [20], OntoCAT [21] and OntoHub [22].  

In contrast to the latter, the approach presented in this paper aims at proposing a 
centrally aggregated search index which is not limited to locally stored resources but 
includes concept level extracts from remotely harvested semantic repositories. This 
index can then be used as a semantic search engine based on - in contrast to Swoogle 
and related work - registered resources and repositories instead of Web crawling. 

We believe that such an approach is beneficial for the quality of the content and its 
re-use. Moreover, it would provide means for large-scale analysis of the different 
resources such as the recent analysis performed in BioPortal [23] and provide mean-
ingful information to ontologists, data scientists and knowledge engineers.  

3   The Semantic Look Up Service 

Based on the need identified in the previous sections, we designed an initial proof-of-
concept service for cataloguing semantic resources. In this section we first describe 
the general design principles, then the current implementation. 

The design of the service followed several identified requirements, centred on 
providing means to adequately describe and register semantic repositories in a way 
that the relevant information about the hosted resources and the concepts therein 
could be mapped to a common representation for indexing. Stored in a database, such 
descriptions should enable a harvesting service to retrieve the content at regular inter-
vals, transforming and storing it as common index representation. This basic infra-
structure should be flexible enough to allow the provision of additional services such 
                                                             
6 https://www.openapis.org/ 
7 https://www.w3.org/TR/void/ 
8 http://linkeddatafragments.org/ 



as a public catalogue of described repositories/resources and an API for data analysis. 
A schematic of the proposed architecture and the data flow between the different ele-
ments of the service is shown in Figure 1. 

The service should be composed of 5 main components: (1) a web interface to cap-
ture the description of external semantic repositories provided by their managers, (2) a 
database storing the repository descriptions used by (3) an information harvester col-
lecting the descriptions to harvest the repository contents via their API and store them 
into the database. This information will be used to build and update (4) an index of all 
the concepts contained in the different registered repository for fast retrieval and use 
for semantic services. Finally, another web interface (5) should be designed to dis-
cover, visualise and interact with the catalogue, providing views of registered seman-
tic repositories and the ontologies and vocabularies harvested, including information 
that can be gathered and extracted from them, such as inter-repository overlap both on 
resource and on concept level. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed architecture and data flow in EUDAT’s Semantic Lookup Service 

3.1   Current Implementation 

We developed an initial implementation based on Python and command line scripts to 
provide an initial index of bio-medical semantic concepts for B2NOTE. We created 
custom scripts to harvest 5 million concepts from 494 ontologies hosted in BioPortal 
which populated a first instance of a SolR9 index. The initial SolR schema has a focus 
on information about terms/classes defined/reused in the individual resources, but our 
approach can easily be extended to also cover other aspects such as properties. Table 
1 lists the respective index fields. Besides fields describing concepts on individual and 
resource level, additional ones are conceived for filtering/organising search results. 
One such field is dedicated to listing concept reuse across resources and can support 
                                                             
9 http://lucene.apache.org/solr/ 

 



the ranking of results, while another one provides information about the domain(s) the 
concept belongs to which can be used for limiting the search space. While the former 
can be automatically derived by analysing the harvested resources for conceptual 
overlaps, the latter should be provided by the repositories themselves and is currently 
only rarely available. 

Table 1. Fields used for the SOLR lookup index 

Concept IRI IRI of the concept. 

Concept Label Human readable label of the concept. 

Concept Description Definition of the concept. 

Concept Short_form Short form of the concept. 

Concept Synonyms List of synonym labels referenced for the concept. 

Resource Acronym Acronym of the resource the concept pertains to. 

Resource IRI IRI of the resource the concept pertains to. 

Resource name Name of the resource the concept pertains to. 

Resource  vdate Resource “released” field information. 

Resource  version Resource “version” field information. 

Acrs_of_resources_reusing_uri List of acronyms for the resources reusing the concept. 

Domains (not harvested yet) Scientific domain covered by the resource 

 
The initial workflow for harvesting the BioPortal API was directly coded as a Python 
script. This “plug-in” based approach is clearly not scalable and requires building 
scripts for every repository and maintaining them accordingly. We thus concentrated 
on developing a more efficient and generic approach for harvesting different reposito-
ries, focusing our effort on harvesting REST APIs and leaving the harvesting of 
SPARQL endpoints for future work.  

To acquire the information needed for the SolR index (see Table 1), none of the 
analysed platforms, i.e. BioPortal, EBI-OLS and AgroPortal, provide one single func-
tion for retrieving the full set of fields and their harvesting thus involves several steps. 
We identified a two-step pattern to access this information.  For each repository, an 
initial request retrieves basic resource level information and for each of the retrieved 
resources, additional requests then acquire information both on resource as well as on 
concept level.  



Our initial approach to provide a common description framework for the three ob-
served repositories uses a JSON description of the query sequence identified above. It 
contains information about the necessary query URLs as well as the locations of the 
data in the response sets from the different APIs, mapped to the respective fields of 
the SOLR index via JSONPath10 expressions. Since a more detailed description is 
beyond the scope of this paper, it will be provided in a separate work. As shown in the 
next section, however, this approach enables us to successfully re-use one base im-
plementation across three repositories, one of which having quite a different API im-
plementation compared to the other two. 

4   Analysing three Semantic Repositories 

We applied our JSON/JSONPath based harvesting description to three existing re-
positories, BioPortal and its derivative AgroPortal, as well as EBI-OLS, this section 
provides results of a preliminary analysis. We were able to retrieve 96% of the availa-
ble concepts (13,660,813 out of 14,226,183) from 93% of the semantic resources (786 
out of 843). A first analysis of this initial dataset showed that 8,840,852 concepts 
were unique when distinguished by their URI and 6,109,756 when compared by 
strictly matching preferred labels. Table 2 provides data for each repository. Included 
in parentheses is the number of encountered resources having at least one concept vs. 
the stated number of resources hosted by each repository. The lower numbers for 
resources with concepts is due to the fact that missing ones are registered as private, 
as summary description only, feature only properties but no concepts, or are SKOS 
based resources. The latter - including a large fraction of AgroPortal, e.g. AGROVOC 
- were not harvested as they are considered as instances and not classes in the reposi-
tory. We will investigate this in more detail and seek to extend our harvester in this 
regard.     

Table 2. Total and unique number of concepts (no instances) present in three repositories 

 AgroPortal (63/64) BioPortal (534/586) EBI-OLS (189/193) 

Total 1,198,472/1,200,845 7,569,311/8,130,580 4,893,030/4,894,758 

Unique URI 1,186,681 6,659,704 4,235,425 

Unq. Label 1,122,242 5,379,485 3,938,468 

 
Checking for inter-repository overlap on resource level, we compiled an alignment of 
the resource descriptions retrieved from each API. Noting some ambiguities regarding 
resource acronyms and discrepancies regarding resource URIs, we aligned the re-
sources by their name. This operation still required some manual editing to compen-

                                                             
10 http://goessner.net/articles/JsonPath/ 



sate for encountered naming discrepancies. The assessed resource overlap is presented 
in Figure 2, updating and extending the comparison between BioPortal and EBI-OLS 
as of 2011 [21]. A strong overlap between EBI-OLS (grown by about ⅓ since 2011) 
and BioPortal (Almost tripled since 2011) becomes immediately visible, their com-
mon 131 resources (113 of them OBO foundry related) now represent 67.9% of the 
EBI-OLS resources (45.5% in 2011). Another interesting observation is that on re-
source level, AgroPortal has higher overlap with EBI-OLS than with BioPortal. This 
is due to a set of crop specific ontologies taken from the Crop Ontology11 project, 
hosted in both EBI-OLS and AgroPortal but not in BioPortal. Besides the identified 
overlaps, each repository provides a unique set of resources not present in the others. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Resources shared between EBI-OLS, BioPortal and AgroPortal 

As stated above, the comparison of the resource descriptions revealed some relatively 
rare (affecting 36 out of 786 resources investigated) but nevertheless notable ambigui-
ties regarding resource acronyms. We found (1) similar resources to have different 
acronyms in different repositories, such as the “Beta Cell Genomics Ontology” hav-
ing “bcgo” in EBI-OLS and “obi_bcgo” in BioPortal, and (2) different resources to 
share similar acronyms across different repositories, such as “aeo” standing for “Ana-
tomical Entity Ontology” in EBI-OLS/BioPortal and for “Agricultural Experiments 
Ontology” in AgroPortal. 

Our observations show that acronyms are not always uniquely assigned to the same 
resources across repositories and such discrepancies can also be found in resource 
names. These ambiguities in our opinion provide a rather strong incentive to seek for 
a global name authority for semantic resources. We note, however, that establishing 
unique resource prefixes across different domains and communities could involve 
significant effort such as changing existing identifiers, which, as stated in [24], might 
outweigh the intended benefit. Given that we encountered relatively few such cases in 

                                                             
11 http://www.cropontology.org 



the observed repositories nevertheless suggests that the consultation of services such 
as prefixcommons12 should be integrated in existing repositories. 

For the further analysis of the aggregated resources, future work will concentrate 
on mappings at concept level, considering algorithms such as LOOM [25] and other 
approaches already employed in BioPortal13 and other initiatives. 

5   Conclusions & Outlook 

In this paper we argue that there is a clear need for a centralised semantic look up 
service allowing to aggregate multi-disciplinary semantic resources. We emphasised 
that this effort is hampered by the lack of a common metadata set to describe the se-
mantic resources, API interoperability and discoverability of the existing resources. 
We described our initial approach to build an index of multi-disciplinary concepts for 
semantically-enabled services in EUDAT. Our work presents the design of an initial 
proof-of-concept enabling different stakeholders to start referencing the different 
resources and serving as testbed for different solutions to aggregating multiple seman-
tic repositories. We are presenting here our current implementation and the initial 
harvesting experiments that were performed. These experiments show that the central-
ised aggregation of multiple repositories also enables cross-repository analysis which 
is useful for studying the present landscape and improving data quality and thus in-
teroperability.  

In the future, we will extend the number of repositories to propose a general de-
scription of the harvesting workflows and we will align this work with the existing 
state-of-the art approaches for API interoperability. In parallel we will design and 
build an initial web interface to further extend the number of repositories and capture 
mapping information between their internal data model and the information needed 
for the SolR index. Finally, we will work on improving the SolR index by adding 
filters and facets to provide more usable search and exploration facilities across mil-
lions of terms. 

We strongly believe that this effort can only be achieved through an extensive in-
ternational collaboration between the different semantic repositories, the different 
initiatives proposing metadata representation of the semantic resources and the initia-
tive working on API interoperability. Such collaboration has been discussed and initi-
ated during different events organised in the context of EUDAT14 and in collaboration 
with LifeWatch Italy15.  Since these topics are in line with the general scope of the 
RDA Vocabulary and Semantic Service Interest Group16 we are now working in the 

                                                             
12 https://prefixcommons.org 
13 https://www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php/BioPortal_Mappings 
14 https://www.eudat.eu/events/trainings/co-located-eudat-semantic-working-group-workshop-

9th-rda-plenary-barcelona-3-4 
15 http://www.servicecentrelifewatch.eu/ontology-semantic-web-for-biodiversity-ecosystem-

research 
16 https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/vocabulary-services-interest-group.html 



context of this interest group and hope to raise the interest on a global level and work 
in alignment with similar initiatives such as OntoHub and OntoCAT. 
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Abstract. We introduce ADOnIS, an information system which co-
herently integrates two important, yet mostly disparate data sources,
namely structured, tabular data, and unstructured data in terms of pub-
lications. The integration is achieved by providing the underlying back-
ground knowledge of the domains involved in terms of adequately tai-
lored ontologies. Once the two basic data sources are semantically linked,
entirely novel opportunities for cross-source information retrieval arise
which we will highlight in this paper.

1 Introduction

Two mutually separated “data cultures” have emerged over the years and still
persist in the field of information systems. On the one hand, the database com-
munity focuses on the structured representation of slices of the reality, typically
in terms of relations and tables. On the other hand, the information retrieval
community deals with, from a computational view, unstructured data, namely
documents as streams of characters (and other media types, such as visual data)
and tries to computationally interpret (and thus restructure) the meaning en-
coded in these textual data carriers. Both worlds rest on solid mathematical
foundations and stable technical implementations on the basis of which huge
amounts of structured and unstructured data can be managed and searched on
an industrial scale. Yet, with the exception of activities aiming at the Semantic
Web (for a survey, cf. [20]) they currently lack crossover.

This lack of integration hampers the usability of data at all levels. Consider,
as a concrete example, an interdisciplinary research community such as the one
established in the collaborative research center (CRC) AquaDiva, our research
environment [16].1 AquaDiva explores the role of water (Aqua) and biodiver-
sity (Diva) for shaping the structure, properties and functions of the earth’s
subsurface. When a graduate student enters the CRC, she might be interested
in the transport of viruses in the geological subsurface. In order to get started
the student searches for an overview of the state of the art and hints what has
been done on this topic in AquaDiva so far. So she searches for relevant publi-
cations in portals like PubMed or Google Scholar and poses search queries

1 http://www.aquadiva.uni-jena.de/



to the BExIS 2 data portal, the central information system hub of the project
to obtain data that have been collected already. Typically, the student will start
with one query and then try to navigate results and find related entries.

Her success will strongly depend on her familiarity with the special mix of
domains, skills of interacting with search engines and data repositories (including
SQL/SPARQL-style query languages), her knowledge of linguistic variants and
the taxonomic structures of the relevant sublanguages. For instance, queries for
“virus transport subsurface”, “virus transport soil”, and “phages transport soil”
typically return only partially overlapping result sets in PubMed or standard
data management systems. This is due to simplistic string matching criteria, the
incapability to account for linguistic variations of the same content (inflection
variants, phrasal paraphrases, or synonyms) and the general lack of conceptual
background knowledge (e.g., the taxonomic or partonomic structure of the do-
mains’ terminologies).

In our work, we aim to account for these deficiencies in a systematic way. The
solution we propose is implemented in ADOnIS, the AquaDiva Ontology-based
Information System that provides integrated and seamless access to structured
data and unstructured publications by making use of a variety of semantic tech-
nologies such as ontologies and natural language processing (NLP) tools. With
this, we hope to reduce the cognitive burden put on searchers while, at the same
time, we intend to increase the coverage and quality of search results. In this
paper, we briefly describe the methodologies underlying ADOnIS and the way
users can interact with the system.

2 Related Work

Data in general and scientific data specifically can be roughly categorized into
structured and unstructured data. Unstructured data has no predefined data
model and is typically text-heavy. Due to its unstructured nature, it is a challeng-
ing task to extract specific and useful information [6, 10]. Retrieval algorithms for
unstructured data often rely on keyword-based indexing and comparison tech-
niques. They typically offer a search box query interface, where the searcher can
input keywords of interest. Due to its simplicity, this kind of user interface, is
very intuitive and easy to use. This comes at a cost. The semantics of the search
query in terms of a set of input terms is not explicitly given and needs to be
revealed by the information system.

On the other hand, structured data is data that is organized according to a
predefined (but not necessarily explicitly known) data model, such as a table in a
relational database (known data model), a document in RDF format ((partially)
known data model) or a spreadsheet (unknown implicit data model). This pre-
defined data model (if known2) enables search based on structured queries (e.g.
SQL or SPARQL queries) with a well-known semantics. Although these kind

2 In cases where the underlying data model is implicit (e.g. in spreadsheets), it needs to
be provided by the data creator or has to be automatically extracted using machine-
learning techniques. The latter can be particularly challenging, since in contrast to



of query interfaces make it easy to effectively identify and discover a piece of
information and access it in concise way, they are rather complex and thus less
suited to users with a non computer science background. Recent approaches have
therefore started to combine and integrate keyword-based search approaches for
unstructured data and concept-based approaches for structured data [3, 6, 2, 18,
19].

K-search is one of the earliest works on hybrid search that supports the re-
trieval of documents and knowledge [2]. The K-search approach aims at searching
the Semantic Web as a collection of documents (unstructured data) and meta-
data (structured data). To achieve this goal, a hybrid strategy is proposed, where
keyword-based and metadata-based search strategies are combined. K-Search uses
two separate indexes for the hybrid search and combines the results afterwards
via result intersection [10]. An ontology-based retrieval system is proposed in [6].
It adapts the classical vector space representation to be suitable for large-scale
information sources. An ontology-based scheme is used to semi-automatically
produce document annotations that are used for a semantic search. To cope with
incomplete information in the knowledge base, the semantic search is combined
with a conventional keyword-based search. Gärtner et al. [10] suggest a semantic
search system (HS3) that aims at semantically bridging the gap between struc-
tured and unstructured data. HS3 is an automated system that augments an
arbitrary knowledge base with additional information extracted from the Web.
These information can then be used to build a document corpus and a combined
index. This index is leveraged for a hybrid semantic search strategy that com-
bines keyword-based and concept-based search. TextTile is a data visualization
tool for datasets and query examination that requires a flexible analysis of struc-
tured data and unstructured text [9]. The tool includes a set of operations that
can be interchangeably applied to structured as well as to unstructured textual
data parts to generate useful data summaries. The tool does not make use of
ontologies and semantic reasoning during the search process.

An semantic search architecture specifically designed for biodiversity data
is suggested in [1]. The proposed system aims at improving the quality of the
search results by exploiting ontologies and the contextual meaning of data. A
mapping component links biodiversity data and concepts of a domain-specific on-
tology, OntoBio. A web interface supports end users to access data via SPARQL
endpoints. In order to achieve this, the tool transforms domain ontologies, taxo-
nomic information as well as biodiversity data into a common format. This has
two disadvantages: datasets are duplicated and it becomes harder to reason on
such big data. The ELSEWEB framework [22] aims at facilitating the integra-
tion of environmental data and providing semantic bridges between these data
and species distribution models.

text-based documents, e.g. data tables, often reveal only scarce information that
might give a hint to its meaning.



3 Overview of ADOnIS

We have implemented ADOnIS as an extension to the BExIS 2 data man-
agement platform [7]3. In the following, we describe its two basic subsystems,
namely the one dealing with already structured, tabular data (Sect. 3.1), and
the one dealing with unstructured textual input on the basis of the semantic
document search engine SeMedico (Sect. 3.2). The two components are sup-
plemented by a graphical user interface that allows users to enter search terms
based on which ADOnIS retrieves relevant data stored in BExIS 2 as well as
publications (Sect. 4). A comprehensive view of the whole architecture of ADO-
nIS is provided in Fig. 1 which will be explained in the subsections to follow.

3.1 Handling Structured Data

Scientific data stored in BExIS 2 typically refer to field observations and mea-
surements and are organized in tables. Each table and its corresponding meta
information is referred to as a dataset. In addition to the data table containing
the data values, each dataset comprises the table schema (name, datatype and
unit of measurement for each data column) and metadata such as information
about the data provider. Both, the actual data values and the table schema, are
stored in a relational database.

To make the semantics of datasets explicit, we annotate each data table with
conceptual knowledge encoded in ADOn , a domain-specific ontology expressed
in Owl 2.4 The ontology is tailored to the needs of the description of obser-
vational data from the life sciences domain. It only includes relevant classes
and properties of these as TBox statements. Assertions about data values and
data annotations, i.e. ABox statements, are not materialized in the ontology.
Instead, we use the ontology-based data access system Ontop [5]. Based on a
given ontology and a set of mappings that relate class and property symbols in
the ontology to SQL views over the data in the database, Ontop provides a
virtual RDF graph that can be queried using Sparql. This avoids duplication
of instance data (that already reside in the relational database) and allows for
sound and complete query answering in LOGSPACE under the OWL 2 QL en-
tailment regime.5 In order to retrieve datasets relevant to a certain search query,
we generate a set of proper Sparql queries from the user-provided keywords,
thus removing the burden from the searcher to formulate queries using a formal
query language.

ADOn Ontology & Semantic Annotation. As core ontology, we use a mod-
ified version of the Extensible Observation Ontology (Oboe) [17] (version 1.2)
that provides classes and properties for the description of field observations and
measurements. Sets of related observations are organized in oboe:Observation

3 http://bexis2.uni-jena.de/
4 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-syntax
5 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-profiles/\#OWL_2_QL



Fig. 1. System Architecture for ADOnIS

Collections, which resemble the concept of a dataset in BExIS 2. Each data
row in a BExIS 2 data table is modeled as one or more oboe:Observations. An
observation refers to an oboe:Entity, e.g. a Tree, and a set of oboe:Measurements
related to that entity. A measurement refers to an oboe:Characteristic, uses
an oboe:Standard and results in a value. For instance, for a certain Tree entity,
its Circumference (characteristic) might have been measured in meters (stan-
dard) and the measured value is 0.8. Oboe allows to indicate contextual re-
lationships between observations, e.g. a tree might have been observed within
a certain forest and this forest is located in a certain area. Modeling observa-
tions in this way enables logical inferences about entities and the relationships
between them, as well as about measured characteristics of entities. In the life
sciences domain, both observed entities and their characteristics are particularly
important when trying to explain phenomena and thus play a key role when
searching for datasets.

To cover domain-specific characteristics and entities, we reuse concepts from
domain ontologies such as Obi (biomedical investigations),6 Envo (environ-
mental features),7 Ncit (biomedical concepts)8 and ChEBI (chemical enti-
ties).9 These were selected using the Joyce tool for ontology selection and
integrated into our ontology applying strict methodological criteria to guaran-
tee non-redundancy, minimality, and optimal coverage [8]. These requirements
were met by asserting subclass-relationships between concepts from a third-party
ontology and either oboe:Characteristic or oboe:Entity. Since Ncit and
ChEBI are huge in terms of the number of concepts they define, we used mod-
ularization techniques [8] to reuse only needed parts of these ontologies. We also

6 http://obi-ontology.org
7 http://environmentontology.org
8 https://evs.nci.nih.gov/
9 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi



defined additional properties of oboe:ObservationCollections, which directly
relate datasets to observed entities, characteristics and standards (in contrast
to Oboe, where these properties are related to individual observations). This
enables efficient querying of these properties (instead of a potentially large set of
observations (data rows) a much smaller number of datasets and their properties
has to be inspected during search).

Each BExIS 2 data value/data column was (manually10) annotated with an
ontology class corresponding to the entity it refers to, an ontology class modeling
the characteristic that was measured and a class referring to the measurement
standard that was used. Moreover, for each dataset, we indicated contextual
relationships between the observed entities. The semantic annotations are stored
in a relational database.

Ontop Mappings In order to enable Sparql queries over the conceptual view
given by the ontology, we defined mappings that relate BExIS 2 datasets, the
entities and characteristics they refer to, the measured values and the dataset
annotations residing in the relational database to class and property symbols in
the ontology. These mappings are fixed for a given ontology and database. The
subsequent mapping for example, creates a (virtual) instance for each charac-
teristic measured in some annotated BExIS 2 dataset. It indicates the type of
this instance (some subclass of oboe:Characteristic) as given by the semantic
annotation stored in the database table annotation (cf. mapping below), and
relates it to dataset instances that refer to this characteristic (not depicted).

mappingId CHARACTERISTIC-TYPE

target :crct_{crct_id} a <{crct}> .

source SELECT DISTINCT crct, chrct_id FROM annotation

Query Generation Using this approach, we can pose Sparql queries about
observational data stored in BExIS 2 on the schema level as well as on the
level of individual data values. At the moment, we do not use the full poten-
tial of this solution, but rather restrict ourselves to the retrieval of BExIS 2
datasets based on keyword queries. For that purpose, we translate the search
terms into a set of Sparql queries. For each keyword that can be mapped to
the label (via string comparison) of an ontology class C that is a subclass of
oboe:Characteristic, we create the following SPARQL query (prefixes omit-
ted) that returns all datasets that measure C.

SELECT DISTINCT ?dset

WHERE {

10 We are currently working on a data upload wizard which analyzes new datasets
to (semi-)automatically identify semantically annotated data attributes (the type of
measurement referred to in a dataset column, its datatype and unit of measurement)
that are already known to and maintained by ADOnIS . Such a mechanism will
enable semantic annotation with little user interaction.



?dset ad:refersToCharacteristic ?char.

?char a <URI of C> }

For each keyword that can be mapped to the label of an ontology class E that
is a subclass of oboe:Entity, this is done in a similar way, which also accounts for
contextual relationships between entities. We create a Sparql query that asks
for all datasets referring to entities of type E or to some entity that appears in
the context of an entity of type E.

SELECT DISTINCT ?dset

WHERE {

?dset ad:refersToEntity ?ent.

{ ?ent a <URI of D> } UNION

{ ?ent ad:hasEntityContext ?entC.

?entC a <URI of D> } }

If the label of a characteristic was entered directly before the label of an
entity in the search box, we interpret this as a search for the given characteris-
tic measured for the given entity. In case a keyword neither matches the label
of an oboe:Characteristic nor the label of an oboe:Entity, we search for
datasets containing data values matching the keyword. Finally, we return the
union of the resulting datasets. The required information about the type of each
provided keyword is delivered by an autocomplete function that provides sugges-
tions while the user is typing words in the BExIS 2 search box. The suggestions
are generated based on an index of entity and characteristic class labels defined
in the underlying ontology. The keywords provided by the user as well as the
keyword-related information are passed to the structured search module, which
has been implemented as web service with a REST-API.

3.2 Handling Unstructured Data

Unstructured data are handled by the SeMedico system which receives feeds
from two sources, viz. more than 26 million life science abstracts from Med-
line/PubMed1112 and more than 1.5 million life science full texts from PubMed
Central from the open access subset. They are stored in a PostgreSQL
database.13

Ontologies & Semantic Annotation. Terminological and ontological re-
sources for the indexing of all documents come from various sources. Most no-
table among them is the NCBI Gene database.14 SeMedico’s gene recognition
and normalization engine maps gene mentions in the documents to unique NCBI

11 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
12 https://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/download/pubmed_medline.html
13 https://www.postgresql.org/
14 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene



Gene database entries to handle gene name synonymy and ambiguity. Addition-
ally, SeMedico integrates the Gene Ontology (Go)15 and the Gene Reg-
ulation Ontology (Gro)16 for the semantic description of different types of
gene events.

All resources are stored in a Neo4j17 graph database for direct access to their
hierarchical structure. All terminologies, ontologies and databases are converted
into a common JSON format. This format is then imported into Neo4j using a
custom Neo4j server plugin.

Natural Language Processing. Before Medline and PubMed Central
documents are added to SeMedico’s index, they undergo an extensive linguistic
analysis. The goal is to identify textual units referring to gene/protein mentions,
ontology concepts, gene interaction events and factuality markers for them as
expressed in the documents. To be able to recognize such higher-level semantic
concepts, it is necessary to do basic linguistic analysis first like sentence and
token segmentation, part-of-speech tagging and chunking.

Semantic analysis includes species tagging by the Linnaeus tagger [11], gene
mention tagging and normalization using GeNo [23], gene/protein event recog-
nition with BioSem [4] and identification of event confidence ratings following
the factuality rating as described by [13]. For BioSem, we use a model trained
on the BioNLP Shared Task 2011 [15] training data that includes abstracts
as well as full texts. MeSH, Go and Gro concepts are tagged by a dictionary
component.

All documents undergo linguistic processing employing the Uima18 compo-
nent repository JCoRe [14]. The morpho-syntactic analysis includes the reso-
lution of acronyms [21]. This step is crucial for the interactive disambiguation
feature of SeMedico. We recognize textual mentions of ontology classes via pre-
ferred names and their synonyms. When searching, also subclasses of query con-
cepts are automatically included in the search, leveraging the ontology’s subclass
hierarchy. Additionally, we employ dedicated named entity recognition tools for
the detection of gene / protein mentions via GeNo [23] and species via the Lin-
neaus species tagger [11]. We also look for textually expressed relations between
genes / proteins in publications. We employ BioSem [4] to extract mentions of
gene / protein interactions from sentences such as

”Here we show that recombinant Pnc1 stimulates Sir2 HDAC activity.”

were semantic connections between genes, proteins or, in this case, enzymes are
described. Such relations have a high information value for researchers who look
for interaction data on specific entities of interest. Modern relation extraction
engines such as BioSem are far superior to simpler approaches which identify
co-occurrences of entity within formal text units (e.g., sentences).

15 http://www.geneontology.org/
16 https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/GRO
17 https://neo4j.com/
18 https://uima.apache.org/



However, mere interaction extraction does not take into account the confi-
dence level the authors of a publication assign to these observational data. Con-
sider the following sentence: ”These results may suggest that mTOR-mediated
autophagy inhibition may result in mesangial cell proliferation in IgAN.” While
the sentence expresses some interaction between mTOR and igAN, the authors
carefully use speculative words like may and suggest. Such information should be
integrated into a scientific data portal to serve as an indicator how trustworthy
an information item really is. We store all these annotations together with the
original, raw documents in the document database.

In a last step, the analysis results required for semantic search are sent to an
ElasticSearch cluster for indexing. We use a custom ElasticSearch plugin
to have ElasticSearch accept a term format that allows to exactly specify
index terms within the ElasticSearch index.

We model the publication search module as a web service disclosing a REST-
like API. The API accepts parameters for a query string, a sorting criterion
and the range of result documents that should be returned. The server then
returns a JSON encoded response, including document text and bibliographic
information.

4 Implementation & Preliminary Results

In this section, we introduce the GUI provided to the end user to facilitate
the search process as well as preliminary evaluation results to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. To this end, we set up a running instance of
the BExIS 2 system with the ADOnIS module that stores 55 real world datasets
from the AquaDiva project19. The datasets comprise 880 data columns and
539, 774 data rows in total. This results in 2, 420, 012 single data values. For the
unstructured data search results Semedico stores more than 26M MEDLINE
citations and approximately 1.5M PubMed Central full texts from the open
access subset in its index.

ADOnIS comes with a graphical user interface for the semantic search
(Fig. 2). It is divided into three parts: the search box (top), where the user can
enter keyword queries (one or more keywords), a section displaying publications
(unstructured data) relevant to the query (left) and the list of retrieved BExIS
2 datasets (structured data) (right). An exemplary search using the keywords
groundwater, concentration of and nitrate is shown in Fig. 2. The search
delivers datasets that refer to the entity groundwater or entities that have been
observed in the context of groundwater and datasets where the concentration
of (characteristic) nitrate (entity) was measured. On the left-hand side, relevant
publications are listed.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the search functionality of ADOnIS we
compared its results to those of the original keyword-based search provided by

19 Currently, a subset of 15 datasets including 146 data attributes has been semantically
annotated.



Fig. 2. Search Interface

BExIS 2 , which is powered by Apache Lucene20 indexing both datasets and
its accompanying metadata. As a preliminary evaluation, we’ve run the sys-
tem with keyword queries relevant within the AquaDiva project. We varied
the query complexity by using one or more keywords. Exemplary results are re-
ported in Table 1. In its current version, ADOnIS returns the union of both, the
results returned by the semantic search and the results retrieved by the BExIS
2 standard search. This is to avoid an empty result set in cases where the se-
mantic search does not retrieve any (exactly fitting) datasets. As a consequence,
ADOnIS can just return additional datasets that have not been found by the
original BExIS 2 search.

For a single keyword, ADOnIS and BExIS 2 typically return the same
results, since those keywords are often explicitly mentioned either in the datasets
itself or in the metadata. However, if we consider more complex queries, ADOnIS
delivers relevant results that BExIS 2 does not discover. As a next step, we
will extend this preliminary evaluation. In particular, we plan to invite formal
feedback from the AquaDiva researchers. This will cover both, an assessment
of the relevance of the delivered search results21 as well as an evaluation of the
user interface. In addition, we will evaluate how well the search scales with an
increasing number of datasets.

5 Conclusion

We introduced ADOnIS, an information system which coherently integrates
two important, yet mostly disparate data sources, namely structured data from
databases (or spreadsheets), on the one hand, and unstructured data in terms

20 https://lucene.apache.org/
21 Note that, even if datasets are annotated correctly, the search might deliver results

that the user did not expect, since ADOnIS interprets the user’s keywords in a
certain way (cf. Sect. 3.1) that does not necessarily comply with the searcher’s query
intend. Such a mismatch would be discovered by a user study with the AquaDiva
researchers.



Table 1. Search results

Keywords # of ADOnIS results # of BExIS 2 results

RNA 16 16

soil moisture 6 2

chemical upper aquifer 2 0

groundwater concentration of nitrate 6 0

of publications, on the other hand. The integration is achieved by providing the
underlying background knowledge of the domains involved in terms of adequately
tailored ontologies. Once the two basic data sources are semantically linked,
entirely novel opportunities for cross-source information retrieval arise.
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Abstract. In many research projects, much more data are created than made
publicly available. Keeping research data deliberately closed or publishing only
selected subsections of the gathered data are unfortunately common practices in
academia. Fortunately, such problems have been getting more and more attention
in the past years. However, another issue that is still often overlooked concerns
research data that are generated as part of a research project but that are generally
not considered part of the primary research data. One example for such neglected
research data are terminologies such as controlled vocabularies that are used to
describe or classify primary research data. In this paper we will outline the process
that is used by the Terminology Service of the German Federation for Biological
Data (GFBio) to prepare and process terminologies so that they can be included
in the GFBio Terminology Service where they are made available to researchers
within and outside the original research project. We will also show how making
such supplementary research data publicly available will benefit the researchers
who share them as well as the scientific community as a whole.

Keywords: GFBio, research data, terminology, ontology, terminology service

1 Introduction

In recent years, primary research data have been getting more attention as part of the
publication process. Funding agencies such as the German Research Foundation (DFG3)
and publishers are pushing scientists to publish the underlying research data along with
the corresponding papers, or at least upload them to research data repositories. The
DFG-funded project GFBio4 (German Federation for Biological Data) is creating a
dedicated repository for various kinds of biological research data and is developing
supplementary tools for discovery and reuse of these data [2]. Various other initiatives
are working on making research data publication and usage easier. One such initiative

3 www.dfg.de
4 www.gfbio.org



Fig. 1: A simple example of a geographic classification as it is used in research data and
as it exists on its own with its definitions and connections.

is re3data.org5 that has created an extensive registry of research data repositories, so
scientists can easily find the repository that best fits their data and their needs. Another
example is DataCite6 who provides tools to make scientific data more citable and easier
to find and reuse. Generally, the state of research data has significantly improved in
recent years and will most likely continue to improve in the years to come. All of these
tools and methods, however, generally only focus on the primary research data generated
by the research projects. Another kind of data that is created during research projects
is often overlooked: terminologies that are used to describe or classify records in the
primary data. In scientific projects where several people are involved in the creation
or gathering of the data, especially in large joint research cooperatives, it is vital to
have a common understanding about the methods and categories used to describe these
data. Ideally, this common understanding is expressed through written definitions of
the terms prior to the collection of the first data. However, it is also possible that the
conceptual agreement between the involved scientists was only achieved through ad-hoc
discussions during data accumulation and was never formalized or documented. Even
when common terms have been properly defined and documented, these documentations
are often not published alongside the primary research data. This is a crucial loss of
useful information, since definitions, synonyms and structural relations between terms
usually cannot fully be extracted from the research data that is described using those
terminologies, see Fig. 1.

Terminologies that are used to describe or classify primary research data can therefore

5 www.re3data.org
6 www.datacite.org



be considered as supplementary7 research data, data that is not the primary focus of a
research project, but vital to the accumulation of the primary research data.

2 Context and Related Work

2.1 What are Terminologies

In the context of the GFBio Terminology Service and this paper, a terminology is the
overarching name for any set of fixed denotations that are used to describe something
with the goal to reduce ambiguity and facilitate comparability. A terminology can range
from a simple Controlled Vocabulary (a simple list of terms) to a complex Ontology
(formal definitions of terms and their relations semantically expressed in a machine
readable way). Terminologies can include translations and synonyms or aliases for
individual terms.

2.2 What is GFBio and the GFBio Terminology Service

The German Federation for Biological Data (GFBio) is a national data infrastructure
to store and facilitate access to biological and environmental research data. It offers
services and resources to researchers for the archiving and publication of their research
data as well as an open access portal to provide access to the data stored in the various
data centers. The Terminology Service8 (TS) of GFBio provides access to various
terminologies for research data through one unified API [5]. Terminologies hosted at
the TS can be distinguished into two groups: internal terminologies where data are
locally stored and external terminologies9 where the TS provides access to terminologies
hosted on remove servers, examples for the latter case would be large databases like the
Catalogue of Life (CoL)10, the World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS)11 or the
GeoNames12 Database. On the GFBio data portal, search queries for taxonomic names
are extended using the TS to include synonyms and names of higher taxa, resulting in
more relevant results for the users. The TS is therefore a vital component of the GFBio
infrastructure. The GFBio Terminology Service can handle all kinds of terminologies,
independent of their complexity, though the authors of terminologies to be included are
required to at least provide definitions of the terms.

7 Supplementary as in supplementary to the primary data, and not to be confused with supple-
mentary data for journal publications where the supplementary refers to the primary research
data being the supplement to the journal article.

8 terminologies.gfbio.org
9 In the context of this paper we will focus only on the preparation for terminologies to be

imported as an internal terminology, as the process for connecting to an external terminology is
completely different and beyond the scope of this paper.

10 www.catalogueoflife.org
11 www.marinespecies.org
12 www.geonames.org



2.3 Related Initiatives

Different systems providing a comparable terminology service exist, the most widely
used being Bioportal [7], a repository providing access to a large number of biomedical
ontologies and Agroportal [4] its counterpart for agriculture and earth sciences. Finto
(Finnish thesaurus and ontology service) [8] is a vocabulary service offering interfaces
to ontologies from different domains, such as art, geography, science and medicine. The
Ontology Lookup Service (OLS) [1] is a system integrating publicly available biomedical
ontologies. And finally, Aber-OWL [3] is a framework that provides reasoning services
over bio-ontologies. Specific project requirements motivated our decision of setting up
our own solution, for instance regarding the range of heterogeneity of the considered
terminologies or the necessity of combining ontology content with annotations to perform
semantic search. More details about the requirements and a detailed comparison with
existent systems can be found in [5].

3 Terminology Preparation Steps

If researchers want to have their terminology included in the GFBio Terminology Service,
they need to contact the TS team, either directly or through the GFBio Submission Page13.
To make a terminology fit the requirements for import in the Terminology Service, several
processing steps might be required. These steps are done in close cooperation between
the TS team and the scientist(s) providing the terminologies. The steps strongly vary
between the individual terminologies, their type and complexity, and the additional work
already provided by the involved scientists. The simplest case is when a dedicated list
of terms is available as part of the supplementary research data, ideally with definitions
and connections between the terms. In cases where no dedicated list of terms or formal
documentation is available, the terms are extracted from the primary research data.
This can range from simply exporting individual columns or tables from the set of the
primary research data to doing complex parsing operations on the data to filter out
the desired terminologies. The software used to do these extractions depends on the
original data, e.g. when the terminology is included in the form of geographic data files,
a common GIS software is used to extract it. The goal of the extraction process is to end
up with a tabular file of the individual terms and their corresponding information, like
hierarchies, if they can be extracted as well. Once the extraction is done, the scientists are
asked to review the information for the completeness and correctness and provide any
missing information that were not part of the original research data, such as definitions,
translations or hierarchical structures in cases where they could not be extracted. The
next step of the terminology processing is the data refinement and cleanup, which again
is done in close contact with the contributing scientist(s). The refinement is usually done
using OpenRefine14, to catch errors like spelling mistakes in the term names, resulting
in two very similar but not identical terms. Different additional tools are sometimes also

13 https://www.gfbio.org/data/submit/generic; This is the same page as for the general GFBio data
submission.

14 www.openrefine.org



used to check for logical errors in the structure or other errors that cannot be checked
using OpenRefine.

Each term of the terminology will get an individual URI which makes them address-
able as a resource in the Semantic Web context. To avoid creating additional URIs for
the same concepts, similar terminologies are searched for and if available, their terms
are compared to the terms of the current terminology. In cases where terms are identical,
the already existing URI is used. If terms are comparable but not identical to terms from
other terminologies, then the relation between the terms is recorded by using properties
such as skos:broader or skos:related. There are two options for contributing scientists if
new URIs for the terms are assigned. The terms can either get the GFBio TS prefix15,
or they can provide their own prefix. The URIs with the TS prefix are resolvable and
provide both human and machine readable formats depending on who is resolving the
link. Custom URI prefixes on the other hand can help the branding of research projects,
but the researchers are responsible for resolving the terms if they wish to have this
highly recommended feature. In the end, the metadata of the terminology itself are
formalized and the terminology is exported. Depending on its complexity this is usually
SKOS, OWL or another RDF-based format which can then be imported into the GFBio
Terminology Service. The export is done by creating a template in which the individual
terms can be imported and using the OpenRefine templating engine to generate the final
RDF file. After a final check and validation, the file is then imported into the GFBio TS,
where the terms are then accessible via the TS API. When several scientists from the
original research project wish to collaboratively and simultaneously work on reviewing
and extending the terminology during the different feedback steps mentioned above, the
TS team can provide dedicated tools.

4 Advantages of accessible Research Terminologies

There are several advantages that come with having research terminologies accessible.
The foremost gain is that the primary research data itself becomes more understandable
and reusable when the definitions and underlying hierarchies of the terms used to
express it, are available as well. This is the primary use case of supplementary research
data. These advantages can be further extended if the primary research data are served
through a semantic aware search or portal, as this will allow for queries that also include
synonyms or higher hierarchical terms, as demonstrated in [6]. Additional benefits could
arise, if the primary research data not only uses the terms as a textual representation
(i.e. copying its name) but as a semantic annotation, by using the concept URI to link to
the term instead. Once the terms and their definitions are publicly available it strongly
encourages their reuse. This could be in a subsequent project by the same researchers
or even with researchers from other projects. Reusing terms not only saves time and
effort for the people involved, but it makes the produced research data between the
different projects more comparable, reusable and integrable. While journal publications
of research papers and their subsequent number of citations are still the de facto standard
to measure research impact, in recent years new approaches have come along to measure

15 The TS URIs are formatted like this: http://terminologies.gfbio.org/terms/<terminology-
name>/<term-name>



other kinds of scientific output as well, such as data publications or continuous work on
service infrastructure. All terminologies on the GFBio Terminology Service can be cited
as a research product which will give credit to the researchers who invested time and
effort in creating them.

5 Conclusion

The GFBio Terminology Service is an important resource both for scientists who wish
to share their terminologies that are used to describe and classify research data and
for researchers who wish to apply existing terminologies and classifications to their
own research data to improve their integrability. With reasonable additional effort the
terminologies can be processed to be included in the TS and both the scientists who
created the terminologies and the scientific community as a whole can benefit from this
otherwise neglected research data.
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Abstract. Research questions in biodiversity are as diverse and heterogeneous as
data are. Most metadata standards are mainly data-focused and pay little attention
to the search perspective. In this work, we introduce a method to analyze the actual
information need of biodiversity scholars based on two individual studies: (1) a
series of workshops with domain experts and (2) an analysis of research and search
questions collected in three different biodiversity projects. We finally present 12
high-level entities that appear in all kinds of biological data across the different
sources evaluated.

Keywords: biological data, life sciences, biodiversity, metadata, information retrieval

1 Introduction

In the last decade, we have witnessed an unprecedented increase of open data ranging
from species-related observations, digitized specimen collections to genome or environ-
mental data offered, e.g., through remote sensing. This opens up unforeseen opportunities
particularly for biodiversity research, which relies on cross-disciplinary data analysis
to elucidate the interplay between individuals and the conditions of the environment
they inhabit, both on the macroscopic and microscopic level. At the flip side of this
development, discovering and filtering these large volumes of multidisciplinary data
becomes a more and more time-consuming and demanding task [2]. Thus, there are two
big challenges: exploring effective retrieval mechanisms that support humans in finding
relevant data and creating proper and rich metadata in order to make data findable (FAIR
principles [6]).

The biodiversity community has responded to the latter requirement by developing
metadata standards for biological data, such as Darwin Core (DwC)5, ABCD6 or EML7 .

5 Darwin Core, http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/
6 ABCD, http://www.tdwg.org/activities/abcd/
7 EML, http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/metadata-standards/eml-ecological-metadata-language

http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/
http://www.tdwg.org/activities/abcd/
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/metadata-standards/eml-ecological-metadata-language


At the same time, considerable effort has been put on the formalization of domain knowl-
edge in terms of vocabularies and ontologies. By referencing this formal knowledge,
data can be richly annotated and become machine-readable. In the last years, numerous
ontologies for specific biological domains have been created, e.g., the Gene Ontology
(GO)8 for genes, the Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI) ontology for
chemical compounds, the Environmental Ontology (ENVO) 9 for environmental features
and materials, the Phenotype Quality Ontology (PATO) for phenotypes and the NCBI
Taxonomy10 for species. In addition, high-level ontologies with an emphasis on inter-
linking biological data from different sources have been developed, e.g., the Biological
Collections Ontology (BCO) [5], the Extensible Observation Ontology (OBOE) [3] or
the Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN) [1].

In the search applications we are hosting within the biodiversity projects GFBio (The
German Federation for Biological Data)11 and AquaDiva12, we observe that existing
metadata standards and ontologies often take a data-centric view. They provide means
to well-described biodiversity data, their characteristics, their origin and the process of
their creation. However, when searching for data, scholars often do not have specific data
in mind, but rather a research question they would like to answer. Hence, we argue that
when designing metadata standards and ontologies for biodiversity both perspectives
have to be considered, the requirements given by available datasets and the way scholars
are looking for data. The contribution of the paper is twofold: (1) We propose and apply
a method that combines the findings of two different and independent approaches to
identify high-level entities that are relevant for biodiversity researchers when searching
for data (Sects. 2.1 and 2.2). (2) As a first result, we present the findings of the two
individual approaches and propose a consolidated set of biological entities (Sect. 2.3). We
consider this as a first step towards enriched metadata with information that is relevant
to information seekers. It also serves as a prerequisite for increasing the findability of
biodiversity data.

2 Methodology

Our approach to analyze the search perspective comprises two independent studies:
Assuming that properly described data can be found more easily, the goal in dedicated
workshops with scholars was to define an annotation schema that can be used to richly
describe ecological data (Sect. 2.1). The second study is oriented to evaluation methods
in information retrieval and analyzes research and search questions collected in three
biodiversity projects (Sect. 2.2). In both approaches, the aim was to enhance search
applications and to detect high-level entities that can be either used as metadata fields
or that can be linked with ontologies. The first result of biological high-level entities is
presented in Sect. 2.3.

8 GO, http://www.geneontology.org/
9 ENVO, https://github.com/EnvironmentOntology/envo

10 NCBI Taxonomy, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy
11 GFBio, https://www.gfbio.org
12 AquaDiva, http://www.aquadiva.uni-jena.de

http://www.geneontology.org/
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2.1 Workshops with domain experts

In close collaboration between GFBio and the German Centre for Integrative Biodiver-
sity Research Halle – Jena – Leipzig (iDiv)13, we conducted ten workshops with 35
domain experts from ecology and adjacent disciplines to develop a metadata schema
and a controlled vocabulary, the Essential Annotation Schema for Ecology (EASE)14.
This annotation framework aims at describing ecological data from a scholar’s search
perspective. Annotation in this context refers to metadata.

Two design principles have been formulated for the development: Parsimony: The
framework aims at being as simple as possible in structure and content. Optimization
here has to be done carefully to maintain a differentiated and consistent annotation. One
example: Larger time frames in ecology are referred to by a relative reference, (e.g.,
18 million years ago) or by named geological time periods. These periods are getting
more granular from eons to ages and are nested in each other. It could be argued to make
ages optional in the annotation which sacrifices some granularity but still maintains
a consistent larger temporal context. Comprehensiveness: The framework aims at a
certain comprehensiveness defining essential orthogonal dimensions of information
which allow ecological content to be described and located in the search space of
ecology. Comprehensiveness is not accomplished by using many different dimensions
and concepts but rather a few essential and complementary ones which also reflect the
mindset and questions of researchers when looking for data.

Based on these guidelines, 8 top level categories have been selected. During the work-
shops, the top level categories were substantiated in a top down approach with increasing
detail (~1600 concepts). Here, we relied on expert knowledge of the contributors but
also on other sources such as EML, ABCD and DwC, various topic specific textbooks
(e.g., related to organic and inorganic chemistry) and standardized vocabularies (e.g., the
World Reference Base for Soil15, and The International Chronostratigraphic Chart16).

The top level categories are 1. Time (e.g., date, time, timezone), 2. Space (e.g.,
bounding box, coordinates, location names), 3. Sphere (e.g., pedo-, hydro-, atmosphere
aspects), 4. Biome (e.g., zones, water availability, land use), 5. Organism (species
classification), 6. Process (e.g., processes, objects and interactions), 7. Method (general
approach, setup of gradients), 8. Chemical (e.g., elements, compounds, functions). In
addition, the framework covers a set of general information to handle associations
between primary data and annotation (e.g., data format, contact person, download URL).

2.2 Research and search questions in the biodiversity domain

In information retrieval, a lot of research has been done towards a perfect ranking [4]
whereas little attention has been paid to a user’s actual information need. What research
questions are biodiversity scholars working on? What kind of data do they want to reuse?
Do the provided metadata actually reflect a researcher’s information need? Therefore,

13 iDiv, https://www.idiv.de/
14 EASE: https://github.com/cpfaff/ease
15 WRB, http://www.fao.org/soils-portal/soil-survey/soil-classification/world-reference-base/en/
16 ICS, http://www.stratigraphy.org/index.php/ics-chart-timescale
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https://github.com/cpfaff/ease
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Table 1: Example questions gathered in three biodiversity projects

Do butterflies occur on
calcareous grassland?

How does agriculture affect the
groundwater composition?

How old does Plantago
lanceolata get?

Is there data on the influence of
geographic elevation on the

growth rate and plant
development of Zea mays?

What are suitable methods to
characterize microbial soil
processes by gas analytical

techniques?

Do cities harbour a higher
biodiversity compared to

agricultural areas?

we collected 184 search and research questions from scholars who are involved in three
biodiversity projects in Germany: GFBio (73), AquaDiva (98) and iDiv (13). Examples
are presented in Table 1. We asked for full questions as well as keywords to get the
actual information need together with the search query. We left it to the scholars to either
provide search questions posed to a search interface or broader research questions they
are currently working on to get a wider spectrum of information needs.

We analyzed the questions manually and explored whether the noun entities could be
grouped into high-level categories, such as Organism or Environment. For instance, given
the question: Is there DNA data about Amphimonhystrella (Nematoda)? the noun entities
are ’DNA data’ and ’Amphimonhystrella (Nematoda)’. The latter one is an Organism
whereas ’DNA data’ points to a certain Data Type. Finally, we grouped the noun entities
into 13 categories presented in Table 2. Organism comprises all individual life forms
including plants, fungi, bacteria, animals and microorganisms. All species live in certain
Environments and have certain characteristics that are summarized with Quality and
Phenotype. Biological, chemical and physical Processes are re-occurring and transform
materials or organisms due to chemical reactions or other influencing factors. Events
are processes that appear only once at a specific time, such as environmental disasters.
Chemical compounds, rocks, sand and sediments can be grouped as Materials and
Substances. Anatomical Entities comprise the structure of organisms, e.g., body or plant
parts, organs, cells and genes. The term Method describe all operations and experiments
that have to be conducted to lead to a certain result. Outcomes of research methods
are delivered in Data Types. All kinds of geographic information is summarized with
Location and time data including geological eras are described with Time. Person and
Organization are either projects or authors of data. As reflected in the search questions,
scholars in biodiversity are highly interested in Human Intervention on landscape and
environment, e.g., fishery, agriculture.

2.3 Discussion

Table 3 constitutes a consolidation of the main entities identified by the previously
described processes. While there is a broad consensus on entities such as Organism,
Process, Method and Time, some wording and classification on others are different.
Space in EASE actually means location information and Sphere comprises altitude
indications that is covered under Environment in the search questions. In EASE, Biome



Table 2: Categories selected from search questions with examples below

Organism Environment Quality and
Phenotype

Process Event

quercus,
cyclothone,
globigerina
bulloides

below 4000m,
ground water, city

length, growth rate,
reproduction rate,

traits

climate change,
nitrogen

transformation

Deepwater Horizon
oil spill, ’Tree of
the Year 2016’

Material and
Substance

Anatomical Entity Method Data Type Location

sediment, rock,
CO2

DNA, proteome,
root

lidar measurements,
observation, remote

sensing

lidar data, sequence
data

Germany, Atlantic
Ocean

Time Person and
Organization

Human
Intervention

current, over time,
triassic

Deep Sea Drilling
Project, author’s or
collector’s names

agriculture, land
use, crop yield

increase

contains subfields for Land use (Human Intervention in the search questions) and data
attributes are defined as Factor under Method (Quality and Phenotype in the search
questions). Chemical is grouped under Material & Substance in the search questions
that additionally covers soil, sediments and rocks. Anatomical Entity, Data Type and
Event only occur in the search questions.

Looking at potential linkage with existing ontologies, we finally selected 12 biologi-
cal high-level entities. We left out Sphere since ontologies such as ENVO already cover
environmental features and conditions and could be extended with altitude information.
Preliminary, we will leave Data Type out. It needs to be further discussed and investigated
whether it can be classified under other entities, e.g., Method.

3 Conclusion

We described and applied a methodology for identifying high-level entities in the biodi-
versity domain that reflect the scholars’ point of view. In our future work, we will link
the identified entities to existing ontologies. Our aim is to improve the indexing process
of search applications over research data by means of these 12 categories. We would
like to automatically extract information from metadata that is related to the entities. We
believe, that this will help to improve data retrieval methods in the biodiversity domain.
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Table 3: Consolidation of high-level entities

EASE Questions Consolidation
Organism Organism Organism
Process Process Process

Event Event
Environment Environment Environment

Method - Factor Quality & Phenotype Quality & Phenotype
Anatomical Entity Anatomical Entity

Chemical Material & Substance Material & Substance
Method Method Method

Data Type
Time Time Time
Space Location Location
Sphere

General Information Person & Organization Person & Organization
Biome - Land use Human Intervention Human Intervention
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Abstract. The conservation of plant genetic resources (PGR) is an important 

task that requires collaborative effort from many stakeholders. For this, common 

means of data exchange and effective methods to profit from the collected 

information need to be established. In this paper, we describe a demonstrator 

promoting findability of PGR, according to the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, 

Interoperable & Reusable) data principles. PGR providers can each expose their 

germplasm information, using the FAO Multicrop Passport Descriptor (MCPD), 

which subsequently can be queried in a distributed manner via a single user 

interface. PGR users can select among predefined questions, for example for 

specific crops, accessions or phenotypes.. On the back end, data integration from 

a distributed query is achieved through annotations with the MCPD semantics. 

Keywords: MCPD, FAIR, germplasm, plant genetic resources, genebanks, 

interoperability, data modelling, metadata, linked data, semantic web 

1 Introduction 

Genetic diversity in crops, and the maintenance thereof, is a crucial factor for modern 

breeding research. However, access to information describing this genetic diversity is 

not always readily available. For example, many accessions can be obtained from 

genebanks worldwide. Each genebank has different means to document their accessions 

and how to make data available, which emphasizes the need to deal with this 

heterogeneity. The current solution includes documenting PGR data in aggregated 

systems, such as EURISCO and GENESYS, however, this is not a long-term 

sustainable solution as the volume of information is readily increasing, especially for 

(~omics-derived) characterization data. We believe that a way to gather and assemble 

data (smaller or bigger in size and/or complexity [1]) from distributed resources will be 

useful, and could significantly speed up the production of results in important genomic 

selection, genome-wide association studies and more [2]. So, in this paper, these 

challenges are addressed with a demonstrator interface, relying on the reuse of existing 

building blocks. 



 

2 Background 

To effectively work towards a better data sharing, two aspects need to be in place. The 

first is a data standard to effectively describe the data. For plant genetic resources 

(PGR), this is the multi crop passport descriptor (MCPD) vocabulary [3]. Secondly, we 

need a definition on what is required to promote optimal data management/stewardship, 

for as example defined in the FAIR data principles [4]. 

2.1 Findability of PGR passport data using the FAIR data principles 

The FAIR data principles dictate that all data should be Findable, Accessible, 

Interoperable and Reusable. Findability is crucial for the discovery of information about 

PGR world-wide. and requires a well-defined data standard. For example, a PGR user 

might want to find accessions from a specific geographical region for a specified taxa. 

Within the PGR community, the MCPD vocabulary is the accepted community 

standard to describe PGR. The MCPD comprises a set of attributes describing an 

accession, such as accession identifier, taxon, geographical origin, holding institute, 

and biological status, uniformly describing PGR. In our work, we defined a FAIR data 

point definition (FDP), exposing PGR data with attached metadata in a semantic 

manner. We will show that exposing PGR passport data according to the MCPD 

standard utilizing the FAIR data principles will improve findability and subsequent 

querying of these resources, via a query interface targeted at PGR users. The application 

of the FAIR principles in a demonstrator is not novel. We reuse code from the FAIR 

rare diseases demonstrator [5] targeted at biobanking collections, where similar 

questions are raised (e.g. which biobank has samples from a patient having a certain 

disease phenotype). This approach also shows the added value of working with diverse 

communities on tackling common data challenges. 

2.2 Use case-relevant plant semantics resources 

1. Germplasm Ontology1: Contains parameters not included in the MCPD, e.g. 

distinguishing accessions or genotype, and describing these in more detail. 

2. Agronomy Ontology2: Defining an experiment, as a container to bind together 

material with other parameters (e.g. treatments, environment, etc.) 

3. MIAPPE3 (and its implementation, the Breeding Application Programming Interface 

- BrAPI): further describes the organization of an experiment, and holds more 

attributes describing it. 

4. Plant Ontology4: generic ontology for plant structure and anatomy. 

5. Plant Environment Ontology5: for treatments and growing conditions in plant 

biology experiments 

                                                 
1  http://www.cropontology.org/ontology/CO_010/Germplasm 

2  http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/agro.html 

3  http://www.miappe.org/ 

4  http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/PO 

5  http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/eo.html 

http://www.cropontology.org/ontology/CO_010/Germplasm
http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/agro.html
http://www.miappe.org/
http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/PO
http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/eo.html


 

6. Plant Stress Ontology6: for diseases and pathogens 

7. Plant Trait Ontology7: generic ontology for the description of phenotypic traits in 

plants, with mappings to crop-specific trait ontologies. 

8. Other species-specific ontologies, where the Trait Ontology may prove insufficient. 

For example, in the case of tomato, an ontology like the Solanaceae Phenotype 

Ontology8 may be used for more crop-specific attributes and more agile development 

from that specific community. 

3 Methodology and Results 

3.1 Model building and choices 

The main challenge was to design a model incorporating the MCPD, and attached 

characterization data from a (field) experiment. To do this, we identified the ontologies 

listed above. 

Table 1. Model in terms of triples. Terms starting with a colon (:) are instances of a class, 

quotes (“”) enclose literal values, and brackets (<>) are used to refer to classes. Italics indicate 

placeholder terms, modeled specifically for this application. 

# Subject Predicate Object 

1 

:experiment_X 

rdf:type <AGRO:agricultural_experiment> 

2 geo:long “longitude” 

3 geo:lat “latitude" 

4 dct:identifier “ID” 

5 dct:created “creation date” 

6 RO:has_participant :plant_X 

7 SIO:is_source_of :observation_ 

8 

:observation_X 

rdf:type <om:observation> 

9 SIO:is_about :plant_X 

10 to:has_phenotype_score “value” 

11 to:has_phenotype_variable :trait_X 

12 :trait_X dct:title “trait_title” 

13 

:plant_X 

rdf:type <plant> 

14 dct:identifier “plant_ID” 

15 descendant_of :plant_Y 

16 

:plant_Y 

has_biological_status <MCPD_status> 

17 has_id :plant_identifier 

18 has_genus “genus” 

19 has_species “species” 

20 has_taxon_id <NCBI_ID> 

21 

:plant_identifier 

rdf:type <Accession (germplasm ontology)> 

22 dct:identifier “accession_ID” 

23 is_stored_in <database> 

                                                 
6  http://wiki.plantontology.org/index.php/Plant_Stress_Ontology 

7  https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/PTO 

8  http://www.cropontology.org/ontology/SP/Solanaceae%20Phenotype%20Ontology 

http://wiki.plantontology.org/index.php/Plant_Stress_Ontology
https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/PTO
http://www.cropontology.org/ontology/SP/Solanaceae%20Phenotype%20Ontology


 

Model structure. The developed model is presented in terms of semantic triples. The 

passport information is given with the MCPD, and AGRO is indicated for the 

experiment. Ontologies for the domain of plant breeding (Trait Ontology, Plant 

Ontology) can be used across crops, and supplemented by other crop-specific 

ontologies (Solanaceae Phenotype Ontology). Widely-used ontologies (prefixes rdf, 

geo, dct – dublin core terms, RO - Relations Ontology, SIO - Semantic science 

Integrated Ontology) could be used for generic terms. However, many predicates 

appropriate for this use, have not been defined in published ontologies, hence the need 

for placeholders. 

The core of this model is the Experiment. For the sample queries presented in section 

(3.2) this is not necessary, but it allows the model to be easily extended with, for 

example, treatments and management. For now, the date of the experiment, its location 

and title are attached to it. Each experiment has a set of observations, each of which is 

made on a specific, physical plant or accession. The observation consists of one 

phenotypic variable, and the value for the trait being observed. Each plant has a local 

identifier for the specific experiment. It may possess more broadly used identifiers, 

through its link to, for example, an accession. To cover the cases of crosses, an ancestral 

plant is introduced, as a descendant of the physical entity in the experiment. In the case 

where an accession identifier is not used, another property (like genotype) might be 

used instead. Further MCPD attributes (such as common crop name, institute 

information, addresses and coordinates, taxon authorities etc. would also be specified 

here, including the holding institute from which this identifier originated. 

Placeholders. Many terms in the table do not refer to a specific ontology or vocabulary. 

Especially for predicates, the lack of suitable terms is a hindrance for good semantics. 

Even in the prominently featured MCPD, those are lacking, and do not give any means 

(properties) to connect an entity with, for example, its biological status - though they 

do contain the relevant classes. Issues like this may already be subject of attention, but 

have not yet been resolved. Additionally, it is noted that these terms come from a variety 

of ontologies, the terms of which are not defined to be compatible. Therefore, it is 

imperative that, for such an example to be semantically correct, this needs to be 

amended, and constraints need to be more appropriately defined. 

3.2 The demonstrator 

The demonstrator itself, (Fig. 1) uses the above semantic model, and data available 

from the EU-SOL database (https://www.eu-sol.wur.nl/). The example questions were 

formulated in collaboration with PGR users and PGR providers, and they all require to 

query the MCPD for the “accessions” and the “crops”, as well as location data. These 

questions were hard-coded in the demonstrator (Fig. 1). As a user, one has to select the 

relevant query and specify its parameters (like the phenotype to search for, the desired 

country of origin, biological status, accession name). As we focused on tomato, the 

Solanaceae Phenotype Ontology was used. The options for each parameter are queried 

on the fly and displayed in a drop-down list. Accordingly, a SPARQL query is 

formulated, and run against the provided sources. 

https://www.eu-sol.wur.nl/


 

Limitations. The demonstrator currently does not search for relevant datasets across 

FAIR data points by itself. Instead, it retrieves the data from hard-coded resources, in 

the form of RDF, formatted according to the FDP definition. However, the 

demonstrator will be adapted to consume data from distributed resources once the 

relevant FDP's, formatted according the heretofore mentioned data model, are coming 

online; which also would enhance the possibility to query these resources directly by 

machines (e.g. via the SPARQL query language). The demonstrator is online at 

https://www.plantbreeding.wur.nl/ld-demonstrator/. 

 
Fig. 1. The demonstrator interface: the user selects a question (highlighted), a 

phenotypic variable (“fruit color”), as well as a value for it (“red”) 

4 Discussion 

Outcome. This demonstrator was developed to showcase how FAIR data 

infrastructures contribute to the sharing of PGR data. The result is a responsive 

graphical interface, answering predetermined questions but allowing more flexible 

querying via SPARQL queries directly. The value of this effort does not come from 

any novel questions posed, but from the distributed nature of the available PGR 

resources. Work on the semantic data model brought up some significant gaps that 

currently exist in the semantics that should be addressed in the future, such as the 

https://www.plantbreeding.wur.nl/ld-demonstrator/


 

placeholders in Table 1. In spite of those, the approach followed is a good example of 

such a process, highlighting the reusability of existing components. 

Modeling pitfalls. The most demanding part is the construction of a semantic model. 

Lessons learned include: one should not deviate from designing a model reflecting the 

“real world” conditions, in favor of modelling for a specific dataset or database. This is 

to reaffirm that a specific database or entity-relationship diagram (ERD) is easily 

translatable into semantic triples, but does not necessarily lend itself to a schema that is 

intended to accommodate data from different providers. 

Future work. In the future, the demonstrator will be extended to include more domain-

relevant queries and implementation of the FDP infrastructure by PGR providers. As 

plants are "unable to move", we plan to explore the potential of geo-aware queries. 

However, the main challenge will be in the full integration with other data sources, such 

as weather or especially ~omics databases. Only then could big data technologies help 

to revolutionize plant breeding and have a significant impact on the world’s food and 

nutrient security. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the joint effort of LifeWatch Italy and LTER-

Europe to design EcoPortal, a semantic repository focused on ecology and bio-

diversity as well as on ecosystem observation mainly in the European context. It 

is our aim to offer a space to collect domain ontologies as well as thesauri and 

domain relevant reference lists. We plan to test NCBO BioPortal technology to 

accommodate community requested functionalities. 

Keywords: Registry · Ontology · Thesaurus ·Reference List · Semantics. 

1 Introduction 

To address today’s ecological challenges, it is necessary to use data coming from 

different disciplines and providers. Thus, discovery and integration of data, especially 

from the ecological domain, is highly labour-intensive and often ambiguous in seman-

tic terms. To improve the discovery, integration and re-usability of data the use of 

semantic resources can help to harmonise and enrich the description of datasets and 

its content. In the last decade research groups and infrastructures focusing in the mon-

itoring and analysis of ecosystem properties have increasingly put effort into the de-

velopment of semantic resources mainly based on core ontologies such as OBOE or 

the O&M data model [1]. 

This paper presents the joint intention of the European networks LifeWatch Italy1 

and LTER-Europe [2] to design a vocabulary repository focused on the ecology and 

biodiversity research as well as on observation of biological and physical-

environmental data.  This initiative will support the community in the management 

and integration/alignment of their semantics and subsequently also of their data [3].  

In order to increase interoperability between different domains and institutions, 

LifeWatch Italy and LTER-Europe2 developed ontologies (LifeWatch Ontology3 and 
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SERONTO4) as a semantic framework for integration of monitoring [4] and biodiver-

sity data and common vocabularies for harmonised data annotation (LifeWatch-Italy 

Thesauri5, concerning functional traits, and EnvThes6 - Environmental Thesaurus [5]).  

LifeWatch Italy and LTER-Europe are collaborating in order to improve and ex-

tend the existing thesauri and trace the semantic relations between them. In this con-

text, the lack of a common semantic repository for the ecological domain became 

evident. We envisage to build a semantic platform for the domain to support not only 

the joint work done by the infrastructures, but to be a robust and stable reference re-

pository for the European ecological community.  

2 State of the art 

Scientific communities are using an increasing number of ontologies or controlled 

vocabularies to disambiguate the description of data. To make these vocabularies 

discoverable and usable by software or by the community, different approaches exist: 

 Distributed RDF stores with SPARQL endpoints allowing to access vocabularies 

using SPARQL queries. The presence of such endpoints does not solve the issue of 

discoverability, as you must already be aware of the semantic resources by other 

means to make use of them.  To a certain extent they facilitate interoperability be-

tween different semantic resources but this requires high familiarity with the data 

representation schema and the granularity of each federated source. 

 Semantic repositories (known also as ontology libraries [6]) are centralised access 

points providing both discoverability and access to semantic resources. 

The latter, on which this paper focuses on, are collections of ontologies and thesau-

ri with the primary purpose of enabling users to find and use them. They should be 

distinguished from ontology search engines, such as Swoogle7, which automatically 

crawl the Web to index ontologies rather than collect them. Also, we want to exclude 

here collections on data, such as the Linked Open Data collection of datasets8. 

According to the targeted user set approach of d’Aquin and Noy [6] different types 

of repositories can be identified, although they often exist in a mixed form: curated 

directories, registries and application platforms.    

Many repositories already offer additional services, the most prominent ones are 

BioPortal9 and EBI OLS10. 
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We would also like to emphasise that most of the repositories are dedicated solely to 

ontologies, some only contain thesauri like Finto11 and LusTRE12 and only a few 

seem to offer the place to publish both ontologies and thesauri like AgroPortal13. The 

inclusion of thesauri is important in our considerations because they are essential 

sources of harmonised knowledge (not only) in the ecology domain. 

3 EcoPortal 

3.1 Requirement Elicitation: Purpose and Coverage 

The main goal of the EcoPortal initiative is to provide a central registry for semantic 

resources (e.g. vocabularies) used in the ecological and biodiversity domain allowing 

users to identify and select semantic resources for specific tasks, as well as offering 

generic services to exploit them in search, annotation or other scientific data man-

agement processes.  

To reach this objective the user-centred, structured and systematic approach 

AWARE (Analysis of WebApplication Requirements) has been adopted [7].  

Following the AWARE guidelines, the following main stakeholders (i.e. user pro-

files to be considered for the Web application) have been identified:  

─ Domain Expert, is the user of the portal and expert of the ecological domain. One 

high-level goal of this kind of user is to explore the semantic world in the ecologi-

cal domain to understand how to annotate experimental data to enable interpreta-

tion, comparison, and discovery across databases. For this kind of user it is neces-

sary to offer very user-friendly tools and services.  

─ Semantic Author, is a domain expert user that creates and shares a specific vocabu-

lary/ontology and is responsible to maintain it updated.  

─ Semantic Engineer, is a type of user with semantic technology skills, who aims to 

design new tools/services for the domain expert. 

─ System Owner, who creates and manages EcoPortal and its services. 

Figure 1 shows parts of the requirements analysis made for the stakeholder Domain 

Expert. For each stakeholder we have identified goals and tasks (i.e. high-level user 

activities on the site) and in the refined process they have been recompiled into re-

quirements. We can classify and synthesise the main requirements of the EcoPortal in 

the following categories. 

 Content Requirements 

The focus of the portal will be on the ecology, ecosystem and biodiversity do-

mains. Not only ontologies but also thesauri will be collected and managed. 

Each semantic resource will be described by metadata (i.e. Structure Content 
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Requirements in AWARE). The need of a common metadata set has been iden-

tified by several initiatives like OBO Foundry [8], LOV14 and AgroPortal.  

 Access Path and Navigation Requirements 

─ Different search paths should be supported fitting the general requirements: 

search within and across ontologies/thesauri, structured search via a SPARQL 

query engine and advanced search will be developed. In the scenario in Figure 1 

the Domain Expert needs to perform a search for “equivalent terms” and to nav-

igate from a term to the related one. 

─ To facilitate the semantic resource discoverability, we want to use categories 

(ecology, observation, etc.) as used in AgroPortal. 

─ Browsing functionality will be offered including different types of visualisation 

of the content. So, we aim to foresee automatic translations for single terms 

wherever the vocabularies provide multilingual labels for them. Access services 

will be also provided for all the resources, including ontologies/thesauri metada-

ta and the mappings between them. 

─ We also intend to collect reference lists codified in SKOS used to define per-

missible values in certain data fields, providing information needed to make 

other data meaningful and interpretable in an unambiguous way. Translating 

from one reference list to another within the same domain is an essential need 

for ecologists. 

 
Fig. 1. Requirements for Domain Expert 

 

 System and User Operation Requirements 

─ The portal should enable automatic (based on exact matching labels) as well as 

manual mappings between semantic resources (private and/or public accessible - 
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storing also metadata on mappings), and it should allow upload of mappings 

created elsewhere. 

─ For collecting resources, EcoPortal should use a hybrid approach: apart from the 

administrators (ensuring to host the newest version of the resource also pub-

lished in other portals) also users should be enabled to submit their resources to 

the collection through a dedicated user interface. 

─ As far as belongs to gatekeeping, we envisage a two-step approach: after up-

loading, the semantic resource is validated by a quality committee, after that it is 

published in the catalogue. But before validation the resource should already be 

visible to the users labelled as not yet validated. Quality requirements should in-

clude metadata description, syntactically correctness and thematic relevance. 

─ The portal should be able to automatically compute ontology metrics. 

─ It should enable social interaction, allowing comments on ontologies and com-

ponents (at class level). 

─ Instead of ranking ontologies by their relevance, we would prefer an exchange 

information platform between supplier and user where it should become clear 

for which use cases the resources were originally developed and then used. This 

concept of semantic marketplace has been introduced at the EUDAT Semantic 

Workshop15
. We want to encourage developers to publish their vocabularies in 

our Portal in an early stage of their development taking advantage of the domain 

community. 

3.2 Expected Contents.  

A first inventory of the appropriate and relevant ontologies, thesauri and reference 

lists to be hosted in the repository can be accessed online16. This list will be extended 

by community contributions as collaborative and open process.  

3.3 Conclusions and Future Work  

The paper briefly introduces the ongoing work of LifeWatch Italy and LTER-Europe 

in order to develop EcoPortal, a semantic repository focused on the ecosystem and 

biodiversity research as well as on observation of the ecosystem. A common domain 

specific repository of semantic resources allows their better integration into the work-

flows of metadata annotation (e.g. DEIMS-SDR17) and discovery. This fosters the 

semantic interoperability not only on the metadata but also on the data level.  
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A first prototype in line with the described architecture is planned to be online by 

October 2017. In the initial phase, we will test the NCBO BioPortal technology to 

accommodate community-requested functionalities with semantic resources of Euro-

pean networks. Considering the importance of such tools in the ecological field, we 

expect a broad adoption of the EcoPortal in the community in the long run. Further-

more, LifeWatch as ERIC will be able to assure the long-term product sustainability. 

The most pressing issues still to be addressed are the ability to manage and search 

across different types of semantic resources like OWL ontologies and SKOS thesauri 

as well as the use of a minimal metadata set and of a vocabulary marketplace consid-

ering the ongoing discussions in the RDA VSIG18.  
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